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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO
DEFENDANT/APPELLANT

)

SUPREME COURT NUMBER

)
)
)
)

vs .

CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY
PLAINTIFF/RESPONDENT

33350

1
)
)
)
)
)

CLERK'S RECORD

APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
THE HONORABLE CHARLES W HOSACK, DISTRICT JUDGE
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING

FREDERICK LOATS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
PO BOX 831
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816

LAWRENCE G WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720
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Date: I01512006

-

User: OREILLY

'/icial District Court Kootenai County

Time: 09:58 AM

ROA Report
Case: CR-2005-0013471 Current Judge: Charles W. Hosack
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Defendant: Willoughby, Christopher Martin
State of Idaho vs. Christopher Martin Willoughby
Date

Judae

Code

User

BNDS

BROWN

Bond Posted Surety (Amount 2000.00 )

To Be Assigned

NODF

BROWN

Notice To Defendant

To Be Assigned

NEWC

BROWN

New Case Filed BAC .10/.09

To Be Assigned

AFPC

BROWN

Affidavit Of Probable Cause

To Be Assigned

ORPC

BROWN

Order Finding Probable Cause

Don L. Swanstrom

HRSC

BROWN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial
ConferencelArraignment 07/26/2005 01:00 PM)
Notice of Pretrial Conference

To Be Assigned

To Be Assigned

To Be Assigned

BROWN

-

-

To Be Assigned

HRVC

MILLER

PLNG

MILLER

MNSP

MILLER

Hearing result for Pre-Trial
ConferencelArraignmentheld on 07/28/2005
01:OO PM: Hearing Vacated
Notice of Appearance, Plea Of Not Guilty, and
Request for Jury trial
Motion To Suppress

MNLI

MILLER

Motion In Limine

To Be Assigned

DMSC

MILLER

Demand For Sworn Complaint

To Be Assigned

DRQD

MILLER

Defendant's Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

SRES

CARROLL

Supplemental Response For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRQD

CARROLL

Plaintiffs Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRSD

CARROLL

Plaintiffs Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

SUBC

CARROLL

To Be Assigned

ADMR

MITCHELL

Substitution Of Counsel -wid cdpa and enter
kcpa
Administrative assignment of Judge

HRSC

MITCHELL

HRSC

MITCHELL

To Be Assigned

Benjamin R. Simpson
Benjamin R. Simpson

MITCHELL

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
0911312005 01:00 PM)
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
09/26/2005 08:30 AM) 9/26-9129
Notice of Pre-Trial Conference and Trial

Benjamin R. Simpson

STRS

MITCHELL

Speedy Trial Limit Satisfied

Benjamin R. Simpson

MNDQ

MILLER

Motion To Disqualify Judge Marano

Benjamin R. Simpson

DISA

MITCHELL

Don L. Swanstrom

NOHG

CARROLL

Eugene A. Marano
Disqualification Of Judge Eugene A MaranoAutomatic
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to SuppresslLimine Benjamin R. Simpson
11/14/2005 Of :30 PM) Loats-20
Benjamin R. Simpson
Notice Of Hearing

MNCN

CARROLL

Motion To Continue & Notice of Hearing

Benjamin R. Simpson

CONT

INMAN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on
09/26/2005 08:30 AM: Continued 9/26-9129
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on
09/13/2005 01:OO PM: Interim Hearing Held
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
12/19/2005 08:30 AM)

Don L. Swanstrom

HRSC

HRSC

Benjamin R. Simpson
Benjamin R. Simp

8%1

Date: 10/5/2006

'~s'

-

Time: 09:58 AM
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User: OREILLY

gicial District Court Kootenai County
ROA Report

Case: CR-2005-0013471 Current Judge: Charles W. Hosack
Defendant: Willoughby, Christopher Martin

State of Idaho vs. Christopher Martin Willoughby
Date

Code

User
INMAN

Benjamin R. Simpson

Notice of Trial

SUBF

MO'REILLY

Subpoena Returnlfound-JoshuaA Gillmore

Benjamin R. Simpson

SUBF

OLSON

Subpoena Returnlfound-Timothy W Carroll

Benjamin R. Simpson

SUBF

OLSON

Subpoena Returnlfound-TimothyW Carroll

Benjamin R. Simpson

INHD

INMAN

SUBF

OLSON

Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine held Benjamin R. Simpson
on 11/14/2005 01:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held
Loats-20
Benjamin R. Simpson
Subpoena Returnlfound-Timothy T Neal

SUBF

OLSON

Subpoena Returnlfound-Timothy W Carroll

Benjamin R. Simpson

SUBF

JREYNOLDS

Subpoena Returnlfound Timothy W Carroll

Benjamin R. Simpson

SUBF

JREYNOLDS

Subpoena Returnlfound Timothy T Neal

Benjamin R. Sirnpson

SUBF

JREYNOLDS

Subpoena Returnlfound Joshua A Gillmore

Benjamin R. Simpson

MOTN

CARROLL

MNSP

CARROLL

ADVS

INMAN

Motion for Extension of Time for Filing
Benjamin R. Simpson
respondent's Brief
Brief in Opposition to Motion to SuppresslMotion Benjamin R. Simpson
in Limine
Benjamin R. Simpson
Case Taken Under Advisement

BRIE
SUBF

MCCANDLESS Brief In Support Of Motion To Suppress
Subpoena Returnlfound-Joshua A Gillmore
MO'REILLY

MlSC

WATKINS

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law

Benjamin R. Simpson

ORDR

WATKINS

Order To Suppress

Benjamin R. Simpson

HRHD

RICKARD

Benjamin R. Simpson

BNDE

RICKARD

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on
12/19/200508:30 AM: Hearing Held
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 2,000.00)

DSBP

RICKARD

Benjamin R. Simpson

STAT

RICKARD

JDMT

RICKARD

Dismissed By Prosecutor (118-8004 {M) Driving
Under The Influence)
Case status changed: closed pending clerk
action
Judgment

Benjamin R. Sirnpson

APDC

MORELAND

Appeal Filed In District Court

Benjamin R. Simpson

STAT

MORELAND

Case status changed: Reopened

Benjamin R. Simpson

ADMR

MORELAND

Administrative assignment of Judge

Charles W. Hosack

EST1

CAMPBELL

Estimate Of Transcript Costs

Charles W. Hosack

STAT

DUBE

Case status changed (batch process)

RECT

MORELAND

RECT

MORELAND

NOTS

CAMPBELL

Receipt Of TranscripffMotion to suppress1county Charles W. Hosack
prosecutor
Receipt Of Transcript: Motion to suppresslFred Charles W. Hosack
Loats
Notice Of Settling Transcript On Appeal
Charles W. Hosack

NOTS

CAMPBELL

-

Notice Of Settling Transcript On Appeal
AMENDED (correct name of appellate judge)

Benjamin R. Simpson
Benjamin R. Simpson

Benjamin R. Simpson

Benjamin R. Simpson

Charles W. Hosack

30')
6.

Date: 101512006

'"s'

-

User: OREILLY

cficial District Court Kootenai County

Time: 09:58 AM

ROA Report
Case: CR-2005-0013471 Current Judge: Charles W. Hosack
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Defendant: Willoughby, Christopher Martin
State of Idaho vs. Christopher Martin Willoughby
Date

Code

User

Judge

ABRF

MCCANDLESS Appellant's Brief

Charles W. Hosack

BRFR

MCCANDLESS Brief Of Respondent

Charles W. Hosack

HRSC

DOUGLAS

Hearing Scheduled (Appeal Hearing 06/15/2006 Charles W. Hosack
03:30 PM)

STAT

DOUGLAS

Case status changed: Reopened

DOUGLAS

Notice of Hearing
Charles W. Hosack
Hearing result for Appeal Hearing held on
Charles W. Hosack
06/15/2006 03:30 PM: Hearing Held
SUBMISSIONS OF COUNSEL DUE 6/23 -THEN Charles W. Hosack
DEEMED SUBMITTEDIUNDER ADVISEMENT

Charles W. Hosack

HRHD

DOUGLAS

NOTE

DOUGLAS

DPHR

DOUGLAS

Disposition With Hearing

Charles W. Hosack

REOP

DOUGLAS

Reopen (case Previously Closed)

Charles W. Hosack

STAT

DOUGLAS

Case status changed: Reopened

Charles W. Hosack

STAT

MEYER

Case status changed (batch process)

BRFR

MCCANDLESS Supplemental Brief Of Respondent

NOTE

DOUGLAS

REMlTTlTUR WILL BE FlLEDlCASE WILL BE
REMANDED UPON EXPIRATION OF 42 DAY
APPEAL PERIOD

Charles W. Hosack

JDMT

DOUGLAS

Memorandum Opinion on Appeal

Charles W. Hosack

STAT

DUBE

Case status changed (batch process)

APSC

OREILLY

Appealed To The Supreme Court

NOTE

DOUGLAS

NO FURTHER ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY THE Charles W. Hosack
DISTRICT COURT UNTIL A REMITTITUR IS
RETURNED BY THE DISTRICT COURT

NAPL

OREILLY

Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Charles W. Hosack

NOTC

MORELAND

Amended Notice of Appeal

Charles W. Hosack

NLTR

OREILLY

Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter Anita Self
NO PAGE AMOUNT ON NOTICE

Charles W. Hosack

Charles W. Hosack

Charles W. Hosack

COEUR. D'ALENE
POLICE D E P ~ YENT

NC 0 7 7 4 5 8

IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION

1st

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

KOOTENAi

~
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ME C O U N OF
STATE OF ID.4HO

COMPLAIh'T AND S W O N S
)
)

VS.

W n t Name

hlmr 6'4

11
[

>

Middle Initial

Infraction Citation
OR
Misdemeanor Citation

1
I

Accident Involved
Companion Citation
Attached

i

USDOT TK Census #
Operator
[ I G-R

0 Class A

26001 +

Home Address

1 I 16. l'ersm

/6'IC

O Class C

0 Class B

6H

2)
~ c*c<
r

4

Class D

G other

Placard Hazardous Mate a k
, PDA

, ~3

W

d<C?/

g w'

!

f

'

!

5'

Date

Wimejsin~
- Officer

Serial#/Address

Dept.

THE SI'hTE 01 IDAfiOTO THE ABOVE 5 2 h l E V UEFENUAST.
Y,>u arc l . r t r l ~ ) ,arninuneJ to appear beidre the .Jerk of tllr \lagistrace's Court of the
~ i s t r i court
a
of

KOOTENA'

county,cOEUR D'ALENE, Idaho,
and before

D
seSignature
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on

, 20-

NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions.

+~QRST

IN THE DISTRICTCOURT OF
JUDICIALDISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
KOOTENAIM A G I ~ ~ A ~ ~ I D ~ \ S20S ~ N O

STATE OF IDAHO.

:

Plaintiff,

-"'/g 0

1

I

,o

.a

r

Police officer

I
employed by the Coeur d'Alene City Police Department, do solemnly swear/affirm
that the attached reports are true and correct copies of my original reports and, further,
that the attached reports and uniform citation are true and correct accounts of the
incident teadin to the arrest on Idaho Uniform Citation No.

SUBSCRIBEDand

RMED to before me t h i s m d a y of

I
Residing al:

I
I
I

A. Your Idaho driver's license or permit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary

permit. Non-resident licenses will not be seized and will be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days from the service of this notice of suspension unless
modified or restricted by the court, provided the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any
temporary pennit issued will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind.
County for a hearing to show cause
B. You have a right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of @.d>>%;id
why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license shbuld not be suspended.
C. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, your license will be suspended by the court with absolutely no driving privileges for180 days if this is your first refusal; if this is not your first refusal in the last five years, your license will be suspended with absolutely no driving
privileges for one (1) year.
.
i

,'

B. 1will serve you with this NOTICE O F SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty days from the date of service on thisiVOTZCE, suspending
your driver's license or privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test your driver's License or driving privileges will be suspended for
ninety (90) days, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving p,riyileges for the
remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not your first faiiure of atui$idetifiB@ i d t s i t h h the ia$tEve:f8) ~eks,~$&ui.dii~e~<license..
or drivingprivileges will be suspended for one(]) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period.

T H ~ SSUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OR REFUSAL OF THE EVIDENTIARY TEST(S) IS SEPARATE

This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges.
(If the driver was operating a commercial vehicle, this permit will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind.)
If issued, this permit grants the same driving restrictions and privileges as those granted by the lieenselpermit seized(t.xcept as indicated
above), and shall b e valid for thirty (30) days from the date you were sewed this Notice of Suspension for failure or refusal of the evidentiary
License Surrendered?

Departmental Report #

95@ 1 y q 2 5

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
COURT CASE NUMBER
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST
er W ~ l l o ~ h b y
nt.
DO
SS
DL Sta

h

o

State of Idaho,
SS

County ofXcntmai

I, Timothy Carroll, the undersigned, being

st duly sworn on oath, depose and say that:

1. I am a peace officer employed byen-e.

PM for the crime of driving while under the
2. The defendant was arrested on 07/04/05 at 0135
AM
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section 18-8004 Idaho Code. Second
FELONY
MISDEMEANOR
or more DUI offense in the last five years?
YES
NO

q

3: Location of Occurrence: 1035 W Emma Ave
;.a

2:Identified the defendant as: Christopher Willoughby by: (check box)
a ~ i l i t a r ID
y
a ~ t a t ID
e Card a ~ t u d e nID
t Card UDrivers License
a ~ a ~ e n v ofound
rk
Mverbal ID by defendant
Witness: J.Gillmore K37 identified defendant.
Other:

n ~ r e d i Cards
t

5. Actual physical control established by: rJ0bservation by affiant U~bservationby Officer
m ~ d m i s s i o nof Defendant to:Timothy Carroll, U~tatementof Witness:
nother:
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following
facts:
:,
(NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and what
you learned from someone else, identifying that person):

;'ROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: See report narrative.
Sobriety Tests -Meets Decision Points?
Gaze Nystagmus u p a s s @Fail
Walk & Turn
u p a s s @Fail
One Leg Stand
a ~ a s s jq)Fail

D.U. I. NOTES
Odor of alcoholic beverage
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage
Slurred speech
Impaired memory
Glassy/bloodshot eyes

B y e s UNO
B y e s UNO
D y e s UNO
a y e s UNO
( X l ~ e s NO

OtherDrugs Suspected:
ayes
Reason Drugs are Suspected:

Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed

BNO

-

Crash InvoIved
Injury

ayes
Dyes
Dyes

@No
@NO
@NO

Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure
of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code.
MDefendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) waslwere
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted
by the Department of Law Enforcement.
B A U 01 09 by: (Xl~reathInstrument Type: (XlIntoxilyzer 5000 C ] ~ l c oSensor Serial#:
u ~ l o o AND/OR
d
=urine
Test Results Pending? a y e s q No (Attached)
Name of person administering breath test: Timothv Carroll Date certification expires:07/31/07

BL my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby
solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may be
included herein is true and correct to
Dated:
Subscribed and sworn to before me on 07/04/200
(Date)
(or)
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
PERSON AUTHORIZED TO
ADMINISTER OATHS.
Residing at:
'fl/kAE
Title:
My Commission expires: 0 3 I,>-/
Revised 10-22-99

&-~*rd

.. --..
= :

-- .
0

. PUBL~G..: 5*

.
.
.
'#,,'* \o\,\\'
@>'*.

,

.'+O+

'#111, I , \ \ \

@kce

7

KOOTENAI COUNTY JAIL
INTOXILYZER - ALCOHOL ANALYZER
SN 66-003457
07/04/2005
SOLUTION LOT NO. 0000004803
SUB NAME=
Y,CHRISTOPHER,M
SUB DOB
O.L.N.=I
G
OPER NAME=CARROLL,TMIOTHY,W
ARREST AGENCY=2802
TEST
AIR BLANK
INTERNAL STANDARDS
AIR BLANK
SIM CHK #0009
ACCEPTABLE
AIR BLANK
SUBJECT TEST
AIR BLANK
SUBJECT TEST
AIR BLANK

BrAC
.oo
PASSED

.oo

.080

620[TIME
r FIRST OBSERVED

TIME
02:17 PDT
02:18 PDT
02:18 PDT
02:19 PDT
02:19
02:19
02:20
02:20
02:21

PDT
PDT
PDT
PDT
PDT

.

COEUR D'ALENE POLICE L

TWCa,,,

DUJ

CRIMEIMISC:

CODE:

[7

NIGHT

•

ARREST:

ADULT

[i31

DAY

,ENT

UNKNOWN
JUV

0

[7

07/04/05

1:35

REPORTED:

07/04/05

1 :30

1035 Emma Ave

DESCRIBE LOCATION

Parking LotlParking Garage

8US.PHONE

EXT.

17

RESIDENCE

RES.PHONE

Warrant I CIT:

077458
DISTRICT

MESS.PHONE

DOB

SAME
AS

[7

BUS.ADDRESS

AGE

HT.

WT.

BUS.PHONE

EXT.

0

RACE 1 SEX

-TO SUSPECT

Rp

CODE

84

BUS. PHONE:

ADD. VETS

RP-REPORTING PARTYIP-PARENTIDC-DISCOVEREDCRIME

NAME (LAST.FIRST,MIDOLE

MISDEMEANOR

BUS.NAME:

RELATIONSHIP - VICTIM IS:
SAME AS VICT.

rn

1 :30

TIME

05C18925

REPORT #.

FELONY

To:

ADDRESS INCIDENT:

VICTIM OR SAME AS BUSINESS

18-8004

07/04/05

OCCURRED FROM:

3 1

RESIDENCE

RES.PHONE

MESS.PHONE

SAME
BUS.ADDRESS

AGE

D

0

AS

DOB

RACE I SEX

EXTENT OF INJURIES
PROPERTY:

VALUE:

ENTRYNVEAPON:
VEHICLE:

va

ST

sa

ID

LICENSE

YR

K224711

MAKE

96

MODEL

Honda

Accord

17

SUSPECTED ALCOHOL USE V
S @ AND/OR DRUG USE
JUVENILES'S PARENTS NOTIFICATION: BY
MR.

i

V

17 S

1HGCD725XTA03134

GRN

[7

DATE

,

VIN#

TIME

/

MS.

/
LAST SEEN WEARING

MAIDEN NAME:

SUSPECT NAME (LAST,FIRST,MIDDLE)

Willoughby

Christopher

CB168109G

City of CDA

Chris -

-

SCARSIMARKSTTATTOOS:

AGE

HGT.

WT.

W
M
22 601 160
-

DR.LIC.#

1015 E Hastings Ave
OCCUPATION

PICTURE ATTACHED:
RACE I SEX

Martin

ADDRESS

A m

COLOR

ST

HOMEPHONE

ID (208) 667-7957

HAIR

EYE

-blu
sdy

WORK PHONE

WORK ADDRESS

-

---

4 inch scar on stomach

Additional Officers:
Off. T Neal
Off. J Gillmore
Off. S Avriett
Involved:
Jayde R Hoffman
4881 E Shore Line Drive
Post Falls, ID 83854
Phone Number-777-7594
08/11/88
Reporting Omcer:
TWCarroll K51
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Brock Earl Poole
3005 Fernan Lake Rd
CDA, ID 83814
Phone Number-667-3472
DOB
We were dispatched to the report of a fight at 1035 Emma Ave. I was a two man unit with Officer
Neal.
Officer Gillmore and I arrived at the same time. Upon arrival there was no fight. There was a
vehicle with several individuals around it parked toward the rear of the apartment complex. We
spoke with several individuals on scene who all told us there was no fight at the complex.
Iapproached Officer Gillmore who advised he had a male detained who was possibly driving
while under the influence. Officer Gillmore explained to me that when he pulled into the complex
Christopher was getting into the drivers seat of a green Honda Accord on scene, Idaho Plate
K224711. Officer Gillmore asked me to investigate this further.
Ithen made contact with Christopher Willoughby. When I made contact with Christopher I noted
his eyes were glassy and bloodshot. Iasked Christopher some questions. While Iwas speaking
with Christopher he told me he was drinking beer and had 3 or 4 beers approximately a hour and
a half before he arrived on scene. Christopher was at the apartment complex to drop off a
friend. He drove his vehicle from his residence to the apartment complex. Christopher also
stated he took medication called Copaxon at approximately 3 pm this evening and he was under
the care of a doctor for multiple sucroses. Christopher said his knees "wobble" from the
multiple sucroses but he did not think it would prevent him from standing on one leg.
Christopher also thought there might be a "little reaction" if he tried to walk i n a straight line.
Christopher did not have any recent head injuries and has not been involved in an accident
lately. Christopher rated his overall health between good and poor. Christopher was not
wearing glasses or contacts. While Iwas speaking with Christopher Icould detect the strong
smell of an alcoholic beverage on his breath.
Ihad Christopher preform some field soberity tests to determine i f he was under the influence of
an alcoholic beverage. The tests were preformed on a level and paved parking lot and free of any
debris. Chris failed the field soberity tests (see attached alcohol influence report). Iplaced
Christopher under arrests for DUI.
Itransported Christopher to PSB. Upon arrival at PSB, Ichecked Christopher's mouth and then
observed him for a 15 minute period. I observed Christopher from 2 to 4 feet away. Iread
Christopher the Notice of Suspension Form and had Christopher initial the form stating he under
stood it. Once the 15 minute period was up I had Christopher deliver two proper samples of
breath into the lntoxilyzer. Christopher's results were a .10/.09. 1 told Christopher his results and
he was under arrest for DUI. I read Christopher his Miranda Warnings and Christopher agreed to
speak with me. I completed the DUI Interview (see attached form). Ihad dispatch run a drivers
license check on Christopher. Christopher had one previous DUI, conviction date 01/19/03.
Evidence
1 CDAPD video tape #05-289 containing FSFT's for Christopher Willoughby.
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I have reasonable erounds to believe that YOU were drivine or were in ~. h.~ s i ccontrol
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of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol. drues. or
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You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary tests to determine the concentration of alcohol or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating
substances m your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, when practical, at your own expense, have additional tests made by a person of your
own choosing.
You do not have the right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary tests to determine the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other
intoxicating substances in your body.
If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code:
A. Your Id& drjver's license orpezmir wU1 be seized jfyou have it in yourp~ssession,and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary
permit. Non-resident licenses will not be seized and will be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days from the service of this notice of suspension unless
modified or restricted by the court, provided the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any
temporary permit issued will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind.
. /
B You have a right to submit a untten request withln seven ( 7 ; days to the Magistrate Court of @ ~ M L -County for a huanng to show cause
why you refused to submit ro or complete evidentiary testlrlg and u hy your driver's license sliould not be suspendrd.

-

I

II
I

C . lf you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, your license will be suspended by the court with absolutely no driving privileges for
180 days if this is your first refusal; if this is not your first refusal in the last five years, your license will be suspended with absolutely no driving
privileges for one (I) year.
If you take and hi1 the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code:
A. Your Idaho driver's license or permit Will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is cunent and valid you will be issued a temporary
permit. Non-resident licenses will not be seized and shall be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days from the service of this notce of suspension, provided
the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary permit issued will not provide commercial
driving privileges of any kind.
-.
8. I will serve you with this \''!T'K'i< I?.; ii.!i-PC?~':i3~'~'thatbecomes effective thirty days from the date of service on this ,'C?TTi%. suspending
your driver's license or privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for
ninety (90)days, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving privileges for the
remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license
or driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period.
C. You have the nght lo an adrainistrative hcarinz on the suspension before the ID.%HOTRANSPORTATION
to show cause why
you fa~ledthe e\identidr) lest and why your dnver's license should not be suspmnded. The requeql must be made in writing and he rcceived by the
depanment within seven ( 7 ) calendar days from the date of senice of t h ~ s . . - '
. . . . . . . . You also have the right to iudlc~alrevlew
ofihe Hearing Officer's decision.

1

DEPARTMENT

I

I

0) days from the date of service of this notice.

~O..ZLOY~/Q.S

If a blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve a Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results.
DUX: BAC is .O8w higher. 518.8002A
0 Refusal: (originalcopy toeoun) 618-8002
CMV: BAC is .osto tcsr man .08. 618.8mZA 0 Operating CMV: B A c is.08or higher. 8~.8oo2A
Under 21: BAC ir .02 to lcrsihan .08. $18-8002~
0 Blood Test (rrmttaponding) ~18.8002~
0 Urine Analysis (rcsuttr pending) g18-8002~

This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges.

(If the driver was operating a commercial vehicle, t h i s permit will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind.)

If issued, this permit granb the same driving restrictions and privileges as those granted by the license/permit seized (except as indicated
above), and shall be valid for thirly (30) days from the date you were served this Notice of Suspension for failure or refusal of the evidentiary
test(s), unless it is anceled or restricted by the couit.
Permit Issued?
:.No
License Surrendered?
No
0 Not in ossession
0 Invalid
A permit was not issued ecause the license was: 0 Suspended
C . . . . . .O. Expired
.....
Ci Issued
. . by Another State 0 Not Licensed
\,.
PI .., .... . . . .
.q -- n
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(it you are issued a permit, it is not valid until you sign it)
Print Name and i.D. Number of Reporting OMcer (PRINT)
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A~encyCode

Telephone Number

767 232b

KOOTENAI COUNTY JAIL
INTOXILYZER - ALCOHOL ANALYZER
SN 66-003457
07/04/2005
SOLUTION LOT NO. 0000004803
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SUB NAM
SUB DOB
O.L.N.=
G
OPER NAME=CARROLL,TMIOTHY,W
ARREST AGENCY=2802
BrAC
.oo
PASSED
.oo
.080

TEST
AIR BLANK
INTERNAL STANDARDS
AIR BLANK
SIM CHK #0009
ACCEPTABLE
AIR BLANK
SUBJECT TEST
AIR BLANK
SUBJECT TEST
AIR BLANK
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02:20
02:20
02:21
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TIME
02:17 PDT
02:18 PDT
02:18 PDT
02:19 PDT

TIME FIRST OBSERVED
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PDT
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D U t Interview
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S
Q 0 5 1 SQ 25
M i r a n d a must b e read, u n d e r s t o o d a n d w a i v e d p r i o r to questionioq
Oatelrime
Circle

. ~ j ~

07/o')/05 62-37

- Y for yes and N for no when marking answers to intemiew.

Do you have anything in your mouth? ( @ M o u t h ~hecked@N Foreign Substance Y&
Do you limp? Y@Are
Seeing a Dr.?@N

n

you sick?@ N Injured? Y
Diabetic? Y@

@

Epiieptic? Y@

What time did the accident occur?
Where were you going before you were stoppedlaccident?

ijwe

DOyou take insulin? Y@

g, what time do you think it is?

Have you taken any medication in the last 24
~ i e s c i i ~ t i o n ?NB
Last dose?

If so, what?

Whzstreetlhighway were

Non-prescription? Y N

C/1;70 Xni9

Cocaine? Y a ~ a r i j u a n a ?

How much?

2 0 $+?

other?

Direction of travel?

WO5 /

Where did you start from?

Ij06fqe

What day of the week is it?

DO you wear corrective lenses? Y@

What CilylCounty are you in?

Wearing them when stoppedlbefore accident? Y N

What is the date?

Hours of sleep last night?

,&&+&
/&% 110 - /"

Actual day

o 7 / a 4 /O 5;

What have you been drinking?
How much?

Anything mechanicafiy wrong with vehicle? Y @

Who have you been drinking with?

Time of last drink?

6

How much?

da

-

air

q Repetitive

CI Fast
0 Slurred
CI incomplete resp:

0

Officer's Opinion
(of impairment)
Slight
Obvious
~treme

11

/Od&

CdU 5 1 . 1 ~

~10th&

5

Do you think your ability to d
andlor drug usage?
i

i k since you were

Coordination
0Good
Falr
D Poor
Fumbled for
License
0Other:

0
l?dA /,,AT

When did you start?

Where were you drinking?
The past 24 hours

t ' ude
Cooperative
Mood Swings
Argumentative
Crying
Laughing
q Other:

/d5:

Actual day

&,.

Were you driving the v e h i c l e 0 N

What?

I

Have you been drinking alcoholic beverages? Y N

2fl'Z

Have you had any alcohol t
Stopped/in the collision? Y

u o

9

Do you have impaired vision@N

Did you work today? Y@T

What time?

i7

f'n

as affected by your alcohol

Comments

Facial Color
g g r l y
Eyes
0,Normai
p + t d
oiled-How
Watery
q Other: leepy
0Shoes
Bloodshot
Other
Explain:
upils Dilated
Pupils Constrict.

k

Subjects Native

ther:

served the subject du?ing the entire observation period.
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DLI ng :nai :me :ne s.o.ec' 0.c rol ,om :, ear, or nk s
E-'?, cr p.ace an, ioiegn s-"stance in rils her r n o , l r B " ,

I am cenlfie to operate the lntoxilizer 5000 on the date of
This test&

Passengers:

Odor o f lntox.
None
Faint

j$0t",:;Obvious
Other:

Coeur d'dlene City Police Department
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Removed Glasses -Yes
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BACK

0 StmsoffLine

BAM
0 PuisFootDown Cl

BACK
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ONE LEG STAND -Failed to Foilow Directions Y N Comments
LekRight(Markwhich leg was used)
Balancms

Use3 Arms
To Balance
Howme

Y

N

Puts Foot
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Down
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ABC's FIighcSr grade c n m p i d
&OWS EngliSh a2phabd Y N
~aiidfb
Follow Directions Y N Cnniments
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

NO 0 7 7 4 5 5

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
STATE OF IDAHO

)

1
VS.

C O M P W AND SUMMONS

.

Infraction Citation
OR
Misdemeanor Citation

I 1>

'+dl'I Iouah A2/

/~astA\Jame

[ ] Accident Involved

121r?rr'%'A

@h+'lY/a~hor

)
)

Middle Initial

I First Name

Attached

USDOT TK Census #

IPUC#

C! Class A

D Operator

[ j GVWR 26001
H
O
..

[ j Companion Citation

+

D Class B D Class C

[ ] Ib>Feisons

~ D I F r-

A~-S

Class D

0 Other

]

DR#

~nrd

05C I g w

Business Address

Did commit the foll

Date

Seriai#/Address

Wiblessing Oificei

Dept.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
You we hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magiskate's Court of the
District court of

-

located at
the

KOOTENAl

county,COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho,

324 W. G A Y E N

after

and before

~ e f e n d M Signature
s
\
, 20I hereby certify senice upon the defendant personally on
Officer
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLLANCE instructions.
,

I

.

REORDER FROM ibfBibl~gro~~.~(im
(2081 667.7880
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ID 17-5R
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1-666-6707880
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST jUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
KOOTENAI MAGISTRATE DIVISION

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

,.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF I<OOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT

1

P

w,b*

f
CITATION NUMBER

Defendant,

+ .d
I,

i&O.

dl*

m/

, a Police officer

I

employed by the Coeur d'Alene City Police Department, do solemnly swear/affirm

The above-named defendat

d with, or arrested for, the

offense(sf of

that the attached reports are true and correct copies of my original reports and, further,
that the attached reports and uniformcitation are true and correct accounts of the

13 7 4Q

)

and the Court having examined the affidavitsof

&ti5//

,the Court finds probable cause, based on Substantial evitiei~ce,

incident leadmg to the arrest on Idaho Uniform Citation
. - , .N
o

for believing that said offense has been cotnmitted and that the said defeildant
committed it.
IT ISTHEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Siimmons may be issued for
the arrest of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without
SUBSCRIBEDand SWORN/AJ3ZRMED to before me this v p d a y of
iGGY

.lo&

Warrant, that the defendant may be detained, and that he/she may be required to post
bail prior to bemg released.
DATED thts

day of

.20-

Residmg at:
Magistrate

ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE
FDtil33
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CitytS
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State

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
H e i g h t L' 0 / " w e i g h t s s e x

-

-

82

Locker #
2
Location
Hold For:
For DVI Charge:
Was Cali Requested 02
Was Call Made

3

ST

,I

Home Phone i6 7'

<

16 5

w,'/jod@hb-y
pb /,,$

AKA

i
&BOOKING INFORMATION SHt
Accepted by: Z 2 L/D
KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING Agency Report # 0
!8 77
BAG 8 1 0
t t d9
07 /U C/
Warrant Check
Prob. Check
Prob. Officer

5e

Booking #

35

O
~QcDA

employer?^??

TJ) Occupation 'F7e r p o = 7 ; i g
s/>",*?
L air^ ~ y e s u

Work Phine #

?6422

Race
Glasses Y I@ Contacts Y 1 0 Facial Hair i?.aca/fL
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's
I U P
SF'n ,a
F&&OP~
othing Description

J pcT1d S

....-.
sf,

ARRESTING OFFICER INFO'RMAT~QN:

~

-

Date I Time of
Arresting Officer

Location

CHARGES AND BAIL:

*,,,

A

10

ARRESTTYPE:

Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect histher safety or
ability to be heid without special attention by jail staff?
VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Vehicle Lic.
,?. '-1 7 1 I
Vehicle Disposition

2

STQ
~ F i

6

No, #yes (Explain)

q ~ a k e

~ i ~ h~ nO

Model d

/b 5

i d

Body

2 Df

color(sW

J C

I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace
CITIZEN ARREST:
officer to take him - her into custody. I %willappear as directed and sign a complaint against the person I have arrested.
ture
Address
Phone #

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: Code: P=Phvsical Ini. T=Threat of Phv. Ini. S=Sexual Offense
-Name:
Code Mult. Victims Address:
Phone:
I Yes NO I
Occuoation:
Race/Sex
Aae
DOB Business Address:
Bus. Phone:

n - *

0 ;9 S e n t

tn State

0 S d 2 1 /Bj

F

Po,

ehf,? ~ , . ? h ~ fwt,//&ugh

iJ

Y

sent t o C i t v Atnv

COEUR D'ALENE POLICE IMPOUND REPORT

PD 2s (R 12/03)

Report# b-C I TT 9S
Citation#
Parking Ticket#
District:
0 71
Date:
Time:
61Y\
Location: h\clr< L ) . FhMa

-

-

Abandoned

A-

n Arrest
Q ~ a z a r d D Evidence n Private Property m
Recovered Stolen
Accident

Describe if Hazard or Private Property (not aband)

.

Year:
Y
Make:
Model:
ACp,'
Color:
Vin#
\ H&3785~7A
63)3qQ
Piate# K3aq ?\ 1
State:
'ZD
Odometer:
- 4 5 ~ R

c-4

Locked
Unlocked [gj
Interior Condition: Good
Exterior Condition: Good
New Damage: Yes
If Yes, Describe:

No

0 Running Condition: Yes

No

a Unk

-

Registered Owner Name: & f i . ~ + ~ , , \ ~r M \J: \ \ bqt,L&Y
Address: SLi lo %-:-,tfi\ ' - ~$,i
d %,TI?
Towing Finn: &LL\ &.p-==,
n
Address: D9
. L\
,LW'*,Vehicle Value: $
-8 00 "5,

n-I

L

4 ~ 4 >

,A

Police Hold:
Additional Inst ctions:
c"--'
Officer: -\
:

Tow Company Custody Receipt: I received the described property and equipment on the time
c- I

-

,fl,F'

&

w-

,
,

?, 21

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE

)

WO%
- 13Y7 1

Plaintiff,
)

j

VS.

ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE

1~/,1/D&

$

Defendant,

CITATION N U M 8 E R d

1

7 qg

The above-named defendant having been charg d with, or arrested fol; the
1

offense(s) of

i

-

I
A

and the Court having examined the affidavitsof

%

&$?r

I

YJD~/

,the Court finds probable cause, based on substantial evidence,
for believilig that said offense has been committed and that the said defendant
committed it.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for
the arrest of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without

DATED this

ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE
PDU133

I

i

1

STATE OF fDAHO,

L

COU~-@~~:F,#~O&A~H 10: 2Q

!

- UllUb,'LUU3

L4: 1 t

I - H t O t H I C K G LOATS

LLOSbb4Sb44

PAGE

FREDERICK G. LOATS
Alrorney a! Law
I 11 North 2nd Streel, Szrrite 300
P. 0. Box 83 1
Cueur d'dlene. 113 83814
Telephone: (20%) 667-6424
FOX: (208)664-3644
ISB No 2147
.Attorney for Defcndant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH!2 FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ICOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff*

1
1
1
1

Case No. CR-MO5
Citation No. 77458

1

MOTION IN L1M1N.E

1

VS

CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY, )
)
Defendant.
)
Defendant hereby moves the Court for an Order excluding liom cvidence at trial the brcath
tests conducted upon the Defcndant, including any testimony relating thereto, by and for the reasoil
that the officer adrninistcring said tests failed to follow prescribed procedure prior to collecting

brcath samples Earn the Defendant. thereby rendering the results unreliable and inadmissable.

DATED this

&

date of

%

,2005.

FREDERICK G. LOATS
Actor~iley
for

MOTION IN LIMINE - I

Defendant

09

07/08/2005

14:li

FREDERICK

12086643644

G LOATS

PAGE 1 0

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2005, a truc and correct copy of
day of %h
the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by fa%siinileor interoffice lnaii to:

J, hercby certify that on this

Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
by fax

L.
FREDERICK G.LOATS

3 2 4,

FREDERICK G LOATS

PAGE

FREDERICK G.LOA TS
Allorney nt LamJ
1 I1 Norrh Seco~zdStreet
P. 0. Box 83 1
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83816-0831
Telephone: (208) 667-6424
Fux: (208)664-3644
IS13 No. 2147
Attorney for Defendant

IN TlJE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST IUDICIAT, DISTRiCT OF THE
STATE OF JDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO.
Plaintiff,

1
1
1
1

1

vs.

CHRISTOPI,,ERWILLOUGBY,
Defendant.

case,.
CMO5Citation No. 77458

/ 3q 7

MOTION TO SUPPRESS

1
)
)
)

A
Defendant, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 12(b)(3), ICR, hereby moves the Court for an
Order suppressing any and all evidence acquired as aresult of the initial detention of the Defendant,
the subseq~icntdetention of the Defendant, the search of the Defendant's vehicle, and any evidence
acquired as a result of the subsequent arrest of the Defendant, including evidentiary testing and/or

any post-arrest statements, by and for the following reasons:
I.

The initial dete~lt.io.n
was not supported by a reasonable, articulable s~~spicion
that

crinlinal activity was occ~~rring
or had occurred, and thcrefore was in violation of the Fourth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and Article One, $17 of the Idaho
Constitution;

F.lOTION TO SUPPRESS

-I

07

FREDERICK G LOATS

2.

The subsequent detention of the Defendani was the product aTtl1is unconstit~~tional

3.

The Defendant's subsequent arrest not supported by probable cause, and therefore

stop;

was in violation of the Fourtll and Fourteenth Amendments to the Uilited Statcs Constitution and
Article One, 17 of the Idaho Constitution.
The detention of the Defendant, the arrest of the Defendant, and any evidence acquired as a
result of the Defeiidant's arrest, including any evidentiary testing and/or post-ancst statemcnts
attributed to the Defendant, were therefore obtained in. violation of the Fo~mhand Fourtccnth
Amendments to thc United States Constitution and Article One, $17 of the Jdal~oConstih~tion

DATED this

date of

ud ,2005.
FREDERICK G.LOA TS
Attorrzeyfor Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hercby certify that on the
day of
of thc forcgoing was mailed postage-prepaid

2005, a true and correct copy

Kootenai Couizly Prosecuting Attornev
by fax

FREDERICIC G. LOA TS

MOTION

To SUPPRESS

-2

08/11/2005

14:45

FREDERICK G LOATS

12086643644
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FILED:

FREDERICK G. LOA TS
Attonzej? at LOMI
I l J North Second SIt-eet, Ste. 300
P. 0. Box 831
Coeirr d'Alene. Jclaho 83814
Telephone: (208)667-6424
Fax: (208) 664-3644
ISB No. 2147

E

2005 AUG I I PH 3: 29
/-

Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF TI-IE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W T Y OF KOOTENAI

1

STATE OF IDAHO,

1

Plaintiff,

1

Case No. CR-M05-13471

CHRISTOPHER M.WILLOUGHBY,

1
1
1
1

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
WITHOUT CAUSE

VS.

Defendant.

i
)

Pursuant lo the provisions of Rule 25(a), I.C.R., Defendant hereby moves for Lhe
disqualification of the Honorable Eugene A. Marano from presiding as Judgc in the abovc entitled
action.
DATED this

1
day of August, 2005.
Cr
FREDERICK G. LOA TS
Attorney for Dcfcndnni

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
WITISOUT CAUSIi I

-

1

05

FREDERICK G LOATS

PAGE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1hereby certify that on the L d a y of Augt~st,2005, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
was sent addressed to:

Residcnt Cllambers of Honorable Eugene A. Marano
Magistrate Judge
324 W. Garden Avenuc
Coeur d'hlene, Idaho 83814

T<ootenai County Prosecuting Ammey, by fax

FREDERICK G. LOATS

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
JYITROUT CAUSE 2

-
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FREDERICK G LOATS

s
m M: IWX)
COUNTY OF KCX3TENN Iss
:11w:
FREDERICK G. LOA TS
Attorney n! La141
1I I North S e c o ~ ~Srr~eet
d
P. 0. Box 831
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208)667-6424
Fax: (208)664-3644
ISB No. 2147
Attorl~eyfor Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TT-IE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE: OF IDAIIO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAJ
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

1
Plaintiff,

)

Case No CR-MO5- I 347 1

)

1

VS.

CHRTSTOPI-IER M. WILLOUGHBY,

1

1

MOTION TO CONTINUE
& NOTICE OF HEARING

j

Defendant. )
Defendant lnovcs the Court for an Order eontint~ingthc Jury Trial. presently scheduled for

thc 26" day of Scpteniber, 2005 at 8:30 o'clocl~a.m., before the Honorable Benjamin R. Simpsou,

Magistrate Judge, by and for the reason that counsel for the Defeildant previously filed Pretrial
i\/lotions and rile first available datc to have the Motions heard is November 14, 2005.

Counsel for Defendant intends to call this Motion on f o r healing on the 13Ih day of
September, 2005, at I :30 o'clock p.m., at the time set for Pretrial Conference, before (lie Flonoral~ie
Benjamin R. Simpson.
day of Augt~st,2005.

FREDERICIC G. LOATS
Attorrrcy for Dcfcrrrlnltt

MOTION TO CONTINUE

-

& NOTICE OF HEARING P n p I

FREDERICK

G

LUAIS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certi.fythat on the*

day ofAktgu~t,2005, a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing

was sent addrcsscd to:

ICootenai County Prosecutiiig Attorney, by fax

jLL(

L.&

FREDERICK G.LOATS

A,IOTION TO CON1'iNUE
& NOTICE OY JIEARING Pnga 2

-

Session. Simpson091305P
Session: Simpson091305P
Session Date: 2005/09/13
Judge: Simpson, Benjamin
Reporter:

Division: MAG
Session Time: 07:50

Clerk(s):
Inman, Melody
State Attorney(s):
Brooks, Ken
Christianson, John
Gardner. Donna
Madsen, Henry
Nunley. Shawn
Swenson, Blake
Public Defender(s):
Anderson, Stacie
Chapman, Brad
Clapin, Michael
Lawlor, Edward
Reuter, Dennis
Schwartz. Christopher
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case ID: 0005
Case number: CR2005-13471
Plaintiff:
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: Willoughby, Christopher
Co-Defendant(s):
Pers. Attorney:
State Attorney:
Public Defender:

2005/09/13
13:55:49 Operator
Recording:
13:55:49 New case
Willoughby, Christopher
13:56:48 -Judge: Simpson, Benjamin
calls case for PTC

-

Courtroom: Courtroom4

Session. S1mpsonO91305P
13:56:59 - State Attorney:
no obj cont PTC and JT
13:57:12 -Judge: Sirnpson, Benjamin
waives speedypacate and reset JT
13:57:29 Operator
Stop recording:
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - -
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[

] Traffic [

] 1st Appear. [

APPEARANCES:
Defendant'
Defense Attorney

,/
-,

&- - /:<?JY/

Lt,

Case #
Charge (s)

STATE OF IDAHO

L
/,.

,

,

]
.J

/'

;' , . . + $ ~ f f / ~

[Y ] Prosecuting ~ t t y .
[

] other

.r"\

;\?.

&

~iA, T,;
-.

)&/,&&L..$(

.J

FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence,
IT IS ORDERED TRAT:
[ ] Bond Forfeited
[ ] Referred to Prosecuting Attorney
[ ] Bench warrant issued
[ ] Bail Set $
PROCEEDINGS & ADVISElMENT OF RIGHTS:
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against himher and aU legal rights including the right to be represented
by counsel. Defendant understands.
]
Defendant
advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties, also penalties for subsequent violations.
[
Defendant understands.
1
Waived
right to counsel
[
1 f
[ 1 Court appointed Public Defender
Reimb.
by
]
Court
denied
court
appointed
counsel
[
[ ] Matter continued
[ ] Charge amended
[ ] Notify the Court, in writing, of any address change.
r

7

PRELIMINARY HEARING:
[ ] Statutory time waived
[ ] Preliminary hearing waived

[
[

] Set preliminary hearing
] 14 days
[ ] 21 days

ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA:
[ ] Set for PTC/Jury Trial

[

] Set for court trial

ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA:
[ ] Enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by the court
[ ] Set for disposition
[ ] Alcohol evaluation waived
[ 1 Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to disposition date
BAIL:

[

I

] Released on own recognizance
] Remandedto the custody of the sheriff

[
[

] Bail set at
] Released on bond previously posted

,.
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STATE OF IW

qmrv OF KOOEU~4!ss

m$mA g

-LED:

WILLIAM J.
Prosecuting Attornev
500 W. ~$den/~ox"9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971
Telephone: (208) 446-1 800
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
BLAKE G. SWENSON

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CHRISTOPHER M. WILLOUGHBY,
PETITIONER,

1
)
)

CASE NO. CRM05-13471

1

MOTION FOR EXTENSION
OF TIME FOR FILING
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF

1

VS.

)

1

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

RESPONDENT.

1

COMES NOW, BLAKE G. SWENSON, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County,
Idaho, and hereby moves this Court for an order granting an extension of time in which to file
Respondent's "Answer" in the above entitled matter.
This motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that support staff did not file in a
timely manner. The delay in filing the "Brief' should not impair the court's ability to make an
intelligent ruling, and allowing a "Brief' to be filed would enhance the court's ability to make an
intelligent ruling.
DATED this

I

day of

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME IN FILING RESPONDENT'S ANSWER: Page 1

CERTIFICATE OF WILING
I hereby certify that on the
foregoing was mailed to:

day of

h y , , 2005, a true and correct copy of the

FRED LOATS
FAX 664-3644

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME IN FILING RESPONDENT'S ANSWER: Page 2
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WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS
Prosecuting Attomey
501 N. Government Way
P.O. BOX 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16-9000
(208) 446-1 800

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1
1

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

)
)
)

1
CHRISTOPER WILLOUGHBY,

CASE NO. M05-13471
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO SUPPRESS i
MOTION IN LIMINE

)
)

Defendant.

1

I

COMES NOW the State, by and through R. Reese Sterett, Deputy Prosecuting

~~

Attorney, and hereby files its above entitled Brief. The opposition to defense motion is
made upon the following:
The Court of Appeals of Idaho has held that an investigative detention must be
based upon reasonable suspicion and that this reasonable suspicion must be derived from
specific articulable facts that the individual that has been stopped has either committed or
is about to commit a crime." State v. Salato, 137 Idaho 260,264,47 P.3d 763, 767 (Ct.
App. 2002). The standard for establishing reasonable suspicion has a lower threshold
than probable cause.

a,at 265,768 (Ct. App. 2002). The reasonableness of a stop is

measured by the totality of the circumstances available to the officer at the time of the
stop., .dI

at 264, 767 (Ct. App. 2002), citing United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 41 1

~I
~~
I
~~

(1Pal), State v. Frv, 122 Idaho 100, 103,831 P.2d 942,945 (Ct. App. 1992). Reasonable
suspicion that a person stopped either has or is about to commit a crime may be supported
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS 1
MOTION IN LIMINE - 1

I

by an informant's tip given to police dispatch and an officer may be expected to take on
face value any radio dispatch that he or she receives.

Id.,at 265,768 (Ct. App. 2002).

The Court of Appeals of Idaho has recognized that an officer who has lawfully
stopped and contacted a suspect for one offense may develop reasonable suspicion for
another offense justifying a continued investigatory detention. State v. Schrnadeka, 136
Idaho 595,38 P.3d 633 (Ct. App. 2001), State v. Godwin, 121 Idaho 517,826 P.2d 478
(Ct. App. 1991), State v. Patterson, 140 Idaho 612,97 P.3d 479 (Ct. App. 2004). Further,
in State V. Reed, Court of Appeals of Idaho upheld the idea that in certain circumstances
a officer contact continue a contact with a suspect even after the initial reasonable
suspicion for the stop was found to be wrong. State v. Reed, 129 Idaho 503,927 P.2d
893 (Ct. App. 1996).
In the present matter, the facts, as testified to before this Court on November 14,
2005, set forth sufficient facts to support the investigatory stop and detention of the
defendant. Tne Officers were responding to a radio dispatch regarding a fight and after
responding to the subject location, interviewed some individuals, including the defendant,
who were standing outside the defendant's vehicle. Based upon the information available
to the Oficers, it was reasonable for them to contact those individuals to see if any of
them were involved in the alleged fight. After the defendant was found to have an odor
of an alcoholic beverage and after he admitted to driving to that location, the Off~cershad
reasonable suspicion to transfer the focus of their investigatory detention to the defendant
for the crime of driving under the influence based upon the information they had
available. Therefore, the defendant's Fourth Amendment rights were not violated in the

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS 1
MOTION IN LIMME - 2

present matter. Accordingly, the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 1 Motion in Limine
should be denied.

-

DATED this <&day

of

r
L&J(lb
,2005
'r,

/W

2hd(&J

R. REESE STERXTT

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS /
MOTION IN LIMN5 - 3

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

h-

\ day of
,2005, a true and correct
I hereby certify that on the
copy of the foregoing BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS /
MOTION IN LIMINE was caused to be faxedhand delivered to:
FRED LOATS

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS /
MOTION IN LIMINE - 4

FAX NO. :

'ROM :FRED LOATS OFFICE

'

c.

05 2005 10:04AF1 P I

FREDERICK G.LOATS
Attorney at Law
I I I North Second Sheet
P.0.Box 831
Coeur d'Alcne, ID 83834
Telephone: (21)R) 66'7-6424
Fax: (208) 664-3644
ISB #2147
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUUJCJAL, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TkE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1

STATE OF IDAI-10,
Plaintiff,

)
)

1
VS.

)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF

1

MOTION TO SUPPRESS

CHRTSTOPkIER WILLOUGHDY, )
Defendant.

)
)

The state apparelitly concedes that the defendant was "stopped", in a constitutionai sense,
when the police arrived in the parking lot, in close proximity to his vehicle, with their overhead lights
on, and that at that point in time he was detained, or not free to ignore their inquiry. The use of an
oficer's overhead lights is not a signal a driver may ignore, and this distinction has been recognized
as significant in determining whether a "stop" has occurred, or the police encounter is merely
consensual. See, State v. Mireleg 133 Idaho 690 (Ct. App. 1999).
The defense agrees that the standard is that applicable to a "Terry" stop, whether the police
had a reasonable, articulnble suspicion that Mc Willoughby had oommitted or was about to commit
a crime. Terwv. Ohio. 392 U.S. 1 (1968). This information, must be specificto the individual, and

FAX

-ROM :FRED LORTS OFFICE

NO.

:

the defense does strongly disagree that such evidence was present in this case.

The police responded to a vague reference to a fight in a parking lot. The caller was not
identified. The police responding received their information second-had, from "police dispatch."
The officers did not have any first hand knowledge of a fight, nor had they talked to any witnesses
or citizens who claimed ta have seen a tight. There was no description given of any of the
participants in any fight (indeed, the police learned later that there was, in fact, ao "fight").
The initial detention of the defendant, effected by the use of the officer's overhead lights
when Mr. Willoughby was in the driver's position of his car, was not justified by any reasonable,
articulablc suspicion of criminal activity and unconstirutioual. This was not a situation where the
officers entered a large parking lot and stopped their vehicles some distance away. They parked
within a car length of Mr. Willoughby, near the entrance to the lot so that it would have been
difficult, if not impossible, for him to leave. The message conveyed was clear, Mr. Willougliby was
not free to leave the scene until he had met with the police and this custodial encounter was not
justified by Terry and its progeny.
There is no quesiion that the police could have talked to Mr. Willoughby, or any others
present in the parking lot, about the existence or non-existence oTa fight, but this questioning, given
thc lack of information the police had, required that the police-citizen contact be consensual, and the
usc of their overhead lights rendcredthe encounter non-consensual. The Motion to Su~ppressshould
therefore be granted.
DATED this

5 day of December, 2005.
FREDERTCK G. LllATS
Attorney for Defendant

BRIEFIN SUPPORT OF

MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2

=ROM :FRED LORTS OFFICE

FRX NO.

:

CERTIPICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certifL that a true copy of lhe foregoing was served upon counsel for the State by
sending the same by fascimile transmission to the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attroeny at 4461833 this s d a y of December, 2005.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY 01; KOOTENAI ) SS
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DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE O F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

1

PLAINTIFF.

&5-&47/
CASE NO. CIZ2883-fS314

)

j
CHRISTOPHER W. WILLOUGHBY,
DEFENDANT.

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

)
)
)
)

The Defendant's motion to suppress came on regularly for hearing pursuant
to notice on November 14,2005. The State appeared and was represented by Reese
Sterett, Kootenai County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. Mr. Willoughby appeared
and was represented by FrederickLoats.
The defense challenges the initial detention of the defendant based upon a
vague dispatch of two police officers to a "Physical fight," in an apartment parking
lot. Secondarilv" the defense challenees the initial detention of Mr. Willouehbv" as not
being supported by reasonable suspicion and as continuing too long.
The court having heard the evidence, reviewed the file, heard oral argument,
and having considered the post hearing briefs of counsel and now being fullyadvised in the premises and good cause appearing enters its findings of fact,
conclusions of law, and order as follows:

-

-

FINDINGS OF FACT:
1.

2.

On July 4,2005, Officers Gillmore and Carroll, of the Coeur
dYAlenePolice Department, were dispatched to a "Physical fight in
progress," in the parking lot of an apartment building located at
1053 W. Emma Avenue in Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho.
Officer Gillmore arrived a few seconds before Officer Carroll. They
were in separate patrol vehicles and arrived at the parking lot
under "Full code," with overhead lights and sirens on. Officer
Gillmore parked about 15 feet from Mr. Willoughby's vehicle and
Officer Carroll parked just to the west of Gillmore. Both officers
left their overhead lights on.

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law.

3.

4.

5.

6.

When Officer Gillmore arrived he saw a vehicle stopped behind
some parked cars. Mr. Willougby was in the driver's seat. There
were three or four other persons present. At least one was a female
who was getting out of Mr. Willoughby's car.
Mr. Willoughby spontaneously stepped from his vehicle as Officer
Gillmore exited his patrol vehicle and asked the persons present
where the fight was. The persons present all denied any knowledge
of a fight at that location. Officer Gillmore continued to ask about
the fight and then noticed that Mr. Willoughby had "Glassy droopy
eyes, a long face, and was relaxed." He also smelled the odor of an
alcoholic beverage on or about Mr. Gilmore. Mr. Willoughby
admitted driving to the location.
Based upon his training, experience and observations Officer
Gillmore formed the opinion Mr. Willoughby was possibly driving
under the influence and asked Officer Carroll to take over for a
DUI investigation.
Officer Carroll, after performing a DUI investigation, ultimately
arrested Mr. Willoughby for DUI.

Mr. Willoughby seeks to suppress all of the evidence of the DUI for the reasons
stated above in the second paragraph.
CONCLUSIONS O F LAW:
1. When a patrol vehicle has its overhead lights on that can constitute a
seizure. "...a motorist may be deemed seized for Fourth Amendment
purposes, when a police officer activates the overhead lights of his patrol
car. Citations omitted, Matter of Mackey, 124 ID 585 (Ct. App. 1993)
2. In the context of the Fourth Amendment, a seizure does not occur unless
police conduct communicates to a reasonable person that he was not at
liberty to ignore the police and go about his business. State Jordan, 122
Idaho at Citations omitted, 1.B.Z.D
3. In the case at bar two police cruisers entered the parking lot with
overhead lights on and sirens on. The patrol vehicles stopped in close
proximity to Mr. Willoughby's parked car, the officers left the overhead
lights on, exited their vehicles and began to question the 4-5 persons
present about the fight. All of those questioned submitted to the officers'
request for information. None of them left. Under the totality of
circumstances the court concludes that the persons present, including the
defendant were not free to leave and were seized. Mackev,
" .Supra.
a. In order to constitute a lawful seizure the officers must have had,
at the time the seizure occurred, a reasonable suspicion to believe
that the defendant or the others present were engaged in or about
to engage in some unlawful conduct. State v. Parkinson, 135 ID
357 (Id. App. 2000). Reasonable suspicion is determined under a

-

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law.

totality of the circumstances. State v. Sheldon, 139 ID 980 (Ct.
App. 2003).
The issue then is did the officers have, at the time they contacted the
4-5 persons at the scene, reasonable suspicion to believe the persons
seized were engaged in, or about to engage in criminal activity with
their overhead lights on, in close proximity to the per
As the officers rolled to a stop near Mr. Willoughby's vehicle with
their lights on the information they had was that they were dispatched
to a fight in progress at the location. They had no other information
about who called that information in. they did not have any
information about who was involved in the fight or if there was a
vehicle was involved. Under these eircumstanees the court concludes
the officers had no reasonable suspicion to justify the seizure of Mr.
Willoughby, or the other persons present. The court is persuaded
that this case is similar to a recent
See eg; State v. Cerino 2005 WL 1529654 where the circumstances
were as follows:

"In the present case, the State concedes that the anonymous tip did
not bear sufficient indicia of reliability to create reasonabfe suspicion.
Therefore, our focus is upon the only other knowledge that Detective
Reed possessed concerning the vehicle when the stop was initiated.
That knowledge was that the pickup was registered to a male and a
female, that the male registrant did not possess an Idaho driver's
license, and that a male was presently driving the vehicle. The State
argues that this information is sufficient to justify an investigative
stop because it is reasonable to infer that the male driver of the
vehicle was the co-registrant who did not hold an Idaho license. We
eonclude, however, that this information was insufficient to warrant
the intrusion of a vehicle stop.
"First, as to Cerino's driving status, the detective knew only that
Cerino had not obtained an Idaho driver's license; he had no
information as to whether Cerino held a driver's license from another
jurisdiction. More importantly, because Detective Reed had never
previously seen Cerino and had received no physical description of
him, nothing but the driver's gender "matched" the officer's
information about Cerino. In these circumstances there was little
basis to infer that the male registrant was driving; it was as plausible
and perhaps more likely, that the driver was someone else. I t is not
unlawful for a person to drive a vehicle that is registered to an
unlicensed owner, or for the unlicensed owner to allow another to
drive his vehicle. We conclude that the mere observation of a vehicle

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law.

being driven by someone of the same gender as the unlicensed owner
is insufficient to give rise to a reasonable suspicion of unlawful
activity. A contrary holding would endorse the sort of arbitrary
invasions of personal liberty and privacy that the Fourth Amendment
is designed to hold in check. Officers could run owner registration
and driver's license checks for any vehicle they see in operation,
seeking an owner without an Idaho license and a driver of the same
gender, and would be authorized to stop any vehicle meeting these
criteria. In our judgment, the Fourth Amendment safeguard requires
more particularized suspicion to justify the "constitntionaliy
cognizable intrusion" of stopping a motorist."

-

5. While Mr. Willoughby was not stopped, he was seized and the same
standards apply.
6. The court concludes that Mr. Willoughby and the other persons at the
scene were seized when they were first contacted by Officer Gillmore
and that the seizure was not supported by reasonable suspicion.
Therefore a11 of the evidence from the point of the first contact with
Mr. Willoughby by Officer Gillmore must be suppressed.
7. Even if the initial seizure had been lawful, a seizure based upon
reasonable suspicion can only continue for a brief time to complete its
purpose. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1,88 S.Ct 1868,20 L.Ed.2d 889
(1968). The purpose here was to investigate whether a fight had
occurred and who might have been involved. The court concludes that
the continued seizure of Mr. Willoughby and the others past the time
they disclosed they had no knowledge of any fight was too long. For
this reason also any evidence obtained later relative to the DUI of Mr.
Willoughby must be suppressed.

8. Had the officers turned off their overhead lights before approaching
Mr. Willoughhg
- . and the others there would have been no seizure and
the questioning would have been permissible. As there would have
been no seizure.
ENTERED this 8ththday of December, 2005.

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law.

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that I sewed copies of the foregoing ORDER, as follows:

William Douglas, Prosecuting Attorney by Fax A/&

Frederick Loafs, by
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Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

1
*3--/3

)

PLAINTIFF,

1
1
1

CASE NO. C
14-

47/

ORDER TO SUPRESS

1
CHRISTOPHER W. WILLOUGHBY,
DEFENDANT.

)
)
)

For the reasons stated in the findings of fact and conclusions of law entered
by the court today,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, as follow:
All of the evidence obtained in this case from the first contact by Officer
Gillman is suppressed.
ENTERED this 8th" day of December, 2005.
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Certificate of Service

I hereby certify that I served copies of the foregoing ORDER, as follows:
William Douglas, Prosecuting Attorney by Fax

Frederick Loats, by Fax
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Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court
eputy Clerk
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintif3
Appellant,
VS.

1
1
)
)

Case No. M05-13471
NOTICE OF APPEAL

1
1

CHRISTOPHER MARTIN WILLOUGHBY, )
Defendant'
)
Respondent. )

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, CHRISTOPHER MARTIN WILLOUGHBY, HIS
ATTORNEY OF RECORD, FREDERICK G. LOATS, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT:

1. The above named AppefIant appeals against the above named respondent, to the District
Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, fiom the
decision granting Defendant's Motion to Suppress Evidence filed by the Court on December 9,
2005, and Subsequent Motion to Dismiss entered in the above entitled matter in the District Court
in the County of Kootenai, on December 19,2005, by the Honorable Benjamin Simpson presiding.
2. The party has a right to appeal and the Judgment described above in paragraph one is
appealable pursuant to Rule 54.l(d) of the Idaho Criminal Rules.
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3.

Thts appeal is made upon matters of law and fact.

4. Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript of the Motion to

Suppress held on November 14, 2005, at 1:30pm and accompanying briefs before the Honorable
Benjamin Simpson. Said hearings were tape recorded and said tapes are in the possession of the
Clerk of the court.
5.

6.

The Appellant requests the preparation of the entire clerk's standard record.
The issue on appeal is whether the District Court improperly granted the defendant's

Motion to Suppress.
7.

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of this Notice of Appeal was personally

served upon Frederick G. Loats office pursuant to Rule 54.4(h) of the Idaho Criminal Rules, by
placing a copy of the same in the mail on the
DATED this

day o f & L

day of

&L,
2005.

,2005.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

b,

I hereby certify that on the
2005, a true and correct copy of the
day of
foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was cause to be mailed and/or sent interoffice mail to:
FREDERICK G. LOATS
FAXED 208-664-3644
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Appeal kom the District Court of the First Judicial District of the
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Division. The Honorable Benjamin Simpson, presiding.
Attorney for Appellant:
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I.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On Monday, November 14, 2005, oral argument was heard concerning the
Respondent's Motion to Suppress evidence arising out of a search conducted by Officers
Gillmore and Carroll of the Coeur d'Alene Police Department. After oral argument, the
Honorable Benjamin Sirnpson requested that each party brief their positions before final
ruling. On December 8,2005, the trial court ruled in favor of the Respondent's Motion to
Suppress. It is from this decision that the State brings the foregoing appeal.
The underlying facts of this case are of particular import. At approximately 1:30
a.m. on July 41h of 2005, Officer Gillmore was on routine patrol when he received word
from dispatch that a physical fight was in progress in the parking lot of 1053 Emma
Avenue in Kootenai County, State of Idaho. Tr., p.3, Ls. 13-25. Approximately two
minutes later, Officer Gillmore arrived at the dispatched location. Tr. p.4, Ls. 5-7.
Following closely behind Officer Gillmore was Officer Carroll who arrived at the
dispatched location in a separate patrol vehicle. Tr. p.24, Ls. 24-25.
Once both officers arrived at the dispatched location, they witnessed a vehicle
parked perpendicular behind a row of parked cars with four individuals around it and two
other individuals walking towards an apartment. Tr. p.21, Ls. 6-1 1. Each officer initially
entered the parking lot with the sirens and lights activated on their respective patrol cars.
Tr. p.4, Ls. 3-4. Tr. p. 25, Ls. 2-4. Officer Gillmore parked his patrol car roughly fifteen
feet from the vehicle and left his lights on. Tr. p.13, Ls. 8-13. Officer Carroll parked
behind Officer Gillmore's car on the drivers side. Tr. p.25, Ls. 7-16.
As Officer Gillmore stepped out of his patrol car to ask the individuals around the
vehicle about the fight, the Respondent exited the driver's side door of the improperly
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parked vehicle.

Tr. p.17, Ls. 9-17.

Officer Gillmore proceeded to question the

Respondent and surrounding individuals about the fight. Tr. p.5, Ls. 4-6. While the
Respondent answered Officer Gillmore's questions and stated that no fight had occurred,
Officer Gillmore noticed the odor of an alcoholic beverage emitting from the
Respondent's breath and that his eyes appeared glassy. Tr. p.5, Ls. 12-14. In addition to
telling Officer Gillmore that there was no fight at the location, the Respondent stated that
he was driving the vehicle. Tr. p.14, Ls. 22-23.
While Officer Gilmore was questioning the individuals around the car, Officer
Carroll questioned the two individuals that were walking towards a nearby apartment. Tr.
p.21, Ls. 14-16. Both of these individuals stated to Officer Carroll that no fight occurred
within the parking lot and continued towards the apartment. Tr. p.21 Ls. 19-20. Officer
Carroll then contacted Officer Gillmore, who explained that the Respondent was possibly
driving under the influence. Tr. p.22, Ls. 1-2. Subsequently, the Respondent was arrested
for DUI.

II.
ISSUES ON APPEAL
1.

DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR WHEN IT HELD THAT OFFICER
GILLMORE SEIZED THE RESPONDENT BY ACTIVATING HIS
SIREN AND LIGHTS?

2.

IF THERE WAS A SEIZURE, DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR WHEN
IT HELD THAT THE SEIZURE WAS NOT SUPPORTED BY
REASONABLE SUSPICION?

3.

DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR WHEN IT HELD THAT EVEN IF THE
SEIZURE WAS LAWFUL, THE OFFICERS DETAINED THE
RESPONDENT LONGER THAN WAS NEEDED TO FULFILL THE
INITIAL INVESTIGATION OF A FIGHT?

APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
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ARGUMENT
I.

Standard of Review

The district court's scope of appellate review upon appeal from the magistrate's
division of the district court shall be as follows:
The district court shall review the case on the record and determine the
appeal as an appellate court in the same manner and upon the same
standards of review as an appeal from the district court to the Supreme
Court under the statutes and law of this state, and the appellatemles of the
Supreme Court.
Rule 54.17, I.C.R.; Rule 83(u), 1.R.C.P; see also Pieper v. Pieper, 125 Idaho 667, 669,
873 P.2d 921, 923 (Idaho Ct. App. 1994). The Court exercises free review over questions
of law. State v. Young, 136 Idaho 71 1,39 P.3d 651 (Idaho Ct. App. 2001).
When an appellate court is called to review factual issues, the customary standard
of clear error is used to determine whether, after reviewing the record, the "court is left
with a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed" . . . and deference
will be given to the factual finds of the lower court "if it is supported by substantial and
competent, though conflicting evidence." State v. Curtis, 106 Idaho 483, 680 P.2d 1383
(Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
The Court exercises free review over questions of law. State v. Young, 136 Idaho
71 1,39 P.3d 651 (Idaho Ct. App. 2001). The judgment of the trial court will be affirmed
on appeal if it is capable of being upheld on any theory. Ustick v. Ustick, 104 Idaho 215,
222,657 P.2d 1083 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
11.

The Trial Court erred bv holding that the presence of lights on Officer
Gillmore's patrol car and the vicinitv in which he parked during his initial
contact with the Respondent constituted a seizure.

APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF

Generally, a person is seized within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment if the
of5cer restrains the person's liberty by either I) a show of authority resulting in actual
submission by the suspect, or 2) application of physical force to the suspect's body. See
California v. Hodari D., 499 U.S. 621, 111 S.Ct. 1547 (1991); State v. Reese, 132 Idaho
652, 981 P.2d 212 (Idaho 1999). Not all personal contact between police and citizens
implicate the Fourth Amendment. Reese at 653, 981 P.2d 213. The critical inquiry in
determining whether a seizure has occurred is whether, taking into account all of the
circumstances surrounding the encounter, police conduct would have communicated to a
reasonable person the he was not at liberty to ignore police presence and go about his
business. State v. Fry, 122 Idaho 100, 103,831 P.2d 942,945 (Idaho Ct. App. 1991).
In its Conclusions of Law, the trial court held that because the patrol vehicles
entered the parking lot with lights and sirens on, parked in close proximity to the
Respondent's vehicle, and kept their lights on through their initial questioning, the
surrounding circumstances demonstrated that Respondent was seized. Findings of Fact,
Conclusion of Law., p. 2.
Idaho case law has held that certain police action during encounters with citizens
does not amount to a seizure. See e.g., State v. Nelson, 134 Idaho 675, 8 P.3d 670 (Idaho
Ct. App. 2000)(holding that driver of motor vehicle, was not seized when officer gestured
him to pull over); Reese at 214, 981 P.2d 214 (holding that a seizure did not occur where
the officer was advised by an unknown informant that the Defendant appeared to be
driving while intoxicated and the officer asked the Defendant questions about his sobriety
after a passenger in the defendant's vehicle retrieved the defendant fiom the residence
where the car was parked); State v. Zubizareta, 122 Idaho 823, 839 P.2d 1237 (Idaho Ct.
App. 1992)Golding that defendant was not seized while sitting in a parked vehicle with
APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
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the engine running and requested by officer to tum the engine off and roll down the
window); State v. Pick, 124 Idaho 601,861 P.2d 1266 (Idaho Ct. App. 1993).
In Pick, a deputy sheriff, after being notified by a fellow officer that the
defendant's vehicle was driving erratically, pulled his patrol car behind the defendant's
then parked truck, turned on the patrol car's rear amber flashing lights, approached the
truck, and asked the defendant if she was having vehicle problems. Pick at 602, 861 P.2d
1267. While speaking to the defendant, the deputy noticed the odor of alcohol and
eventually developed a reasonable suspicion that the defendant was driving under the
influence. Id.
In holding that the deputy's initial contact did not constitute a seizure, the Court
of Appeals reasoned that "the officer showed no sign of authority or force restricting
Pick's freedom of movement other, than his uniform and the fact that he wanted to talk
with her. No seizure occurs until an officer actually restrains the person's liberty by
physical force or show of authority." Id. at 605, 861 P.2d 1270.
Similarly, Officers Gillmore and Carroll were responding to a location based on a
dispatch call. Once they responded, they saw the Respondent's vehicle parked in the
dispatched location.

As in Pick, they activated their lights and approached the

Respondent and several others to ask questions about the fight. No seizure had occurred
at this point because none of the actions by Officers Gillmore and Carroll restricted the
Respondent's and the other individuals' liberty by physical force or show of authority. In
fact, the two individuals that were walking towards an apartment that were questioned by
Officer Carroll continued on to that apartment after telling Officer Carroll that no fight
had occurred. Tr. p.21, Ls. 14-20. Furthermore, the Respondent exited his vehicle upon
seeing Officer Gillmore and was never instructed to remain where he was located. Tr.
APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF

p.17, Ls. 9-17. At no point during the initial contact with the Respondent did either
officer control or restrain the Respondent's movements with verbal commands or
physical force.
The holding of the trial court supports the proposition that any time a police
officer enters a parking lot with lights and sirens activated, the persons in the vicinity of
the patrol car at that moment would be seized. This proposition differs from the rule
stated in Matter of Mackey which the trial court based its holding. Findings of Fact,
Conclusion of Law. p. 2. In Mackey, the Idaho Court of Appeals stated that when a patrol
vehicle has its overhead lights on, it can constitute a seizure. Matter of Mackey, 124
Idaho 585, 587, 861 P.2d 1250, 1252 (Idaho Ct. App. 1993). The court, however,
ultimately held that the defendant was not seized because he did not notice the officer's
lights before the initial contact. Id.
Granted, Idaho Code $49-625 does require a driver of a motor vehicle to pull to
the side of a road and stop if approached by an authorized emergency or police vehicle
making use of an audible or visible signal. I.C. $49-625. Such an action certainly would
constitute a seizure under the Fourth Amendment. This provision, however, does not
apply to the facts at bar because the Respondent's vehicle was parked at the time Officer
Gilmore initially encountered him. Tr. p.21, Ls. 6-1 1.
The sole fact that an officer activates his overhead lights when approaching a
parked vehicle, however, is insufficient to find that a seimre occurred. Instead, all the
surrounding circumstances must be considered. Fry at 103, 831 P.2d at 945. Here,
although Officers Gillmore and Carroll entered the parking lot with sirens initially, then
kept their lights on as they parked near the Respondent's vehicle, there was no reason for
the Respondent at that time to believe that the officers were there to speak to him. Like
APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
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the two individuals contacted by Officer ~ a k o l lthe
, Respondent at that time was free to
leave had he chosen so. As a result, the trial court erred by holding that a seizure
occurred because it did not consider all of the facts surrounding the initial encounter.
111.

Altemativelv. if there was in fact a seizure. the Trial Court ened by
holding that Officer Gillmore lacked reasonable susvicion to iustify the
seizure.

Even if the trial court was correct in holding that a seizure did occur, it ened in
holding that the seizure was unlawful because Officer Gillmore lacked reasonable
suspicion. Generally, the stop and detention of a suspect is justified under the Fourth
Amendment if the officer has a reasonable suspicion, based on specific and articulable
facts, that the suspect has been, is, or is about to engage in criminal activity. See State v.
.Benejel, 131 Idaho 226, 953 P.2d 976 (Idaho 1998). Although reasonable suspicion

requires a lower quantum of proof than probable cause, the information underlying the
stop must be based on more than mere speculation. See State v. Flowers, 131 Idaho 205,
953 P.2d 645 (Idaho Ct.App. 1998).
In its Conclusions of Law, the trial court determined that the only information
provided to Officers Gillmore and Carroll was that a fight was in progress at the
dispatched location, and that they lacked any hrther information on who was involved in
the fight or if there was a vehicle involved. Based on these circumstances, the trial court,
analogizing the facts at bar to the facts in State v. Cerino, concluded that the officers
lacked reasonable suspicion to justify the seizure of the Respondent.
The facts in Cerino are distinguishable from the facts at bar. In Cerino, a
detective responded to a residence after an anonymous tipster stated that a vehicle similar
to that which the defendant was driving would amve while transporting drugs. State v.
Cerino, 117 P.3d 876, 877 (Idaho Ct.App. 2005). Upon arrival, the officers saw the
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described vehicle at the residence and ran a check on its registration to determine who
was registered to drive the vehicle. Id. Dispatch returned with two names, one of which
being the defendant, who at the time did not hold a valid drivers license. Id. The
detective then witnessed a male exiting the residence towards the vehicle, assumed it was
the defendant, and requested that another officer initiate a traffic stop for driving with an
invalid license. Id.
The Idaho Court of Appeals ultimately held that the officers illegally seized
evidence of methamphetamines after the arrest of the defendant because they did not
have enough information to acquire a reasonable suspicion that the defendant was in fact
not licensed to drive the vehicle. Id. at 878.

After the State conceded that the

anonymous informant lacked sufficient indicia of reliability to create reasonable
suspicion, the court essentially determined that the assumptions made by the detective in
running a registration check and seeing a male exit the residence into the vehicle was not
sufficient to warrant the intrusion of a vehicle stop. Id.
Here, the facts are easily distinguishable. Although Officer Gillmore received
information from an unknown party through dispatch, he responded to the scene
approximately two minutes after receiving such information. Tr. p.4, Ls. 5-7. The
detective in Cerino was conducting surveillance in stakeout-like setting as opposed to
immediately responding to the anonymous tipster's information. Cerino at 877. Upon
responding to the dispatched location late at night, Officer Gillmore witnessed several
individuals in the parking lot surrounding a vehicle. Tr. p.21, Ls. 6-1 1.
Given the facts that Officer Gillmore quickly responded to dispatch's request, that
it was approximately 1:30 A.M., and that there were no other individuals in the parking
lot at that time, the totality of the circumstances created a reasonable suspicion that the
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individuals he observed were the subjects of the dispatched information. Certainly a
group of individuals late at night in a location where an alleged fight has just occurred
creates a stronger suspicion than a male seen entering a vehicle long after information
about the vehicle was provided to the officer. See State v. Hankey, 134 Idaho 844, 11
P.3d 40 (Idaho 2000)(anonyrnous information from police dispatch coupled with officer's
observations established reasonable suspicion to stop defendant).
Finally, Appellant acknowledges that Idaho case law has held that ascertaining the
identity of the dispatch informant bolsters the officer's reasonable suspicion. See e.g.,
State v. Larson, 135 Idaho 99, 15 P.3d 334 (Idaho Ct. App. 2000)Cpolice dispatch
information from named citizen informant established reasonable suspicion to stop
defendant for driving under the influence); State v. Salato, 137 Idaho 260, 47 P.3d 763
(Idaho Ct. App. 2001)(description of robber and vehicle provided by named citizen
informant via dispatch justified high risk traffic stop).
Appellant stresses, however, that although the informant's basis of knowledge,
veracity, and reliability are relevant in evaluating an informant's tip, the facts must be
reviewed in light of the totality of the circumstance. See generally Illinois v. Gates, 462
U.S. 213, 103 S.Ct. 2317 (1983); See also Salato at 260,265 47 P.3d 768 (stating that an
officer's reasonable suspicion grounded in his perceptions and inferences may be further
supported by external information such as an informant's tip conveyed through police
dispatch). Since Officer Gillmore quickly responded to the unknown informant's tip via
dispatch and witnessed several individuals in the location identified to dispatch by the
informant, the totality of the circumstancesjustified his reasonable suspicion. As a result,
the trial court erred in holding otherwise.

APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
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The Trial Court further erred by holding that the Rewondent was held
lonver than necessw to fulfill the initial investigation of the fight.

In its decision, the trial court also held that even if the initial seizure had been
lawful, it can only continue for a brief time to complete its purpose. Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law. p.3. In assessing whether a detention is too long in duration to be
justified as an investigative stop, the court should consider whether the police diligently
pursued a means of investigation that was likely to confirm or dispel their suspicions
quickly, during which time it was necessary to detain the defendant. State v. Buti, 131
Idaho 793,797,964 P.2d 660,664 (Idaho 1998).
The Court of Appeals of Idaho has recognized that an officer who has lawfully
stopped and contacted a suspect for one offense may develop reasonable suspicion for
another offense justifying a continued investigatory detention. State v. Schmadeka, 136
Idaho 595, 38 P.3d 633 (Idaho Ct. App. 2001), State v. Goodwin, 121 Idaho 517, 826
P.2d 478 (Idaho Ct. App. 1991). Further, in State v. Reed the Court of Appeals of Idaho
upheld the idea that in certain circumstances an officer may continue a contact with a
suspect even after the initial reasonable suspicion for the stop was found to be wrong.
State v. Reed, 129 Idaho 503, 927 P.2d 893 (Idaho Ct. App. 1996).
Here, testimony at the suppression hearing revealed that it was Officer Gillmore's
initial questioning of the Respondent that resulted in him noticing the odor of alcohol
emitting from his breath. Tr. p.16 Ls. 6-21. Officer Gilmore further testified that his
initial conversation with the Respondent lasted no more than two minutes. Tr. p.17 Ls. 24. By first witnessing the Respondent exit the vehicle from the driver's side door, then
detecting the presence of alcohol in the Respondent's breath as he answered questions
about the fight, Officer Gillmore had reasonable suspicion to transfer the focus of his
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investigatory detention to the Respondent for the crime of driving under the influence of
alcohol.

Since it was Officer Gillmore's initial questioning of the Respondent

surrounding the existence of a physical fight that gave rise to his suspicion that the
Respondent was driving under the influence, the trial court erred in concluding that the
initial seizure of the Respondent was too long for Officer Gillmore to fulfill his initial
investigation. Officer Gilmore acted quickly to dispel his suspicions of the fight, and in
so acting, he detected the odor of alcohol in the Respondent's breath.

v.
CONCLUSION
In sum, Appellant requests that this matter be reversed and remanded to
Magistrate Court for further proceedings for the following reasons: First, the trial court
erred in holding that a seizure occurred during the officer's initial encounter with
Respondent because it did not consider all the facts surrounding the contact. Secondly,
even if there was a seizure, the trial court erred in holding that the seizure lacked
reasonable suspicion because it did not consider the officer's suspicion in light of the
totality of the circumstances. Finally, the trial court erred in holding that the Respondents
initial detention was too long because Officer Gillmore did act diligently to dispel his
suspicions of the fight.
DATED this

2q

day of March, 2006.
WILLIAM J. DOUGLASS
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
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Statement of the Case

0)
Nature of the Case
The state has appealed firom an Order sf Dismissal, entered after a decision panting a
Motion to S~~ppress.
(ii)
Course of the Proceedings Below
?'he Defendant-Respondent, Mr. Willoughby, was charged with the offense of driving while

FRX NP.

?Oil :FRED LORTS OFFICE

:

undcr the influence. Hc plead not guilty and filed a Motion to Suppress, challengingthe legality of
his initial detention and subsequent arrest.
'I'heMotion was h c d onNovcmber 14,2005. The Court tookthe matter under advisement,
and on Deccmber 9,2005 issued its Findings of Fact and Conciusions of Law granting the Motion
to Suppress. In its Order, the Court suppressed ""[Ill of the evidence obia~nedin this case from the
first contact [by the police]."
The effect of the Order was to deprive the state of any evidence material or relevant to the
charge. On the morning of trial, the Court granted the Defendant's Motion lo Dismiss made
pursuant to Rule 48, ICR, and the state has thereafter tirnely f i l d this appeal.
(iii)
Sktcmcnt of the Facts
At approxlmatcly 1.30 a in. on July 4, 2005, Officers Crilmore and Carroll of the Coeur

d'Alene Police Department, responded to a police dispatch report ofa "fight in a parking lot" at
1053 West Emma Avenue in Coeur d'Alene. 'l'r., p. 3-4; 25. Neither oficer had any first-hand

knowledge of n fight? nor did they receive any more information from "dispatch" as to who the
reporting party w ~ swhether
,
the reporting party had actually seen a fight Or was reporting hearsay
of rumor, or any descriptions as to the number oF people, their descriptions, sex, ciothrng. or any
additional details. Tr., p. 10, L 20-23; p. 11, L 12- 13; p 12, L 1-7.
Both orf7cers arrived at the parking iat with overhcad lights and sirens on. Tr., p. 4, L 1-4;
p. 25, L 1-4. The overhead lights were kept on throughoid lheir subsequent contact with Mr.
Willoughby
OfficerGilmore arrived first, and came to a stop approximately fifteen feel from avehicle

-
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occupied by Mr. Will.ouyh.by,who was sitting in the driver's position. Tr., p. 5, L 1-2. Several other
people were near this vehicle. Officer Carroll arrived a short time later, and parked behind and
slightly to the lee of Officer Oilmore's patrol car. Officm Gilmorc made contract with Mr.
W.iltoughhy, while Officer Carroll contacted the other people. It was quickly determined that no
one had any knowledge of a tight, nor did the officers seen.any evidence of a fight. OBcer Gilmore,
however, detected signs that Mr. Willoughby had been drinlciny, aud then turned him over lo Officer
Carroll, who conducted a DUI investigation and subsequently arrested Mr. Willougl~byfor that
offense,

Statement ofthe Issues
1. Are the trial court's findings supported by substantial evidence?
2. Did the trial court err as u mattcr of law in determining that the detention oT the
Respondent way unconstitutio~~al?

Argument
"The standa~dof review of a suppression motio~kisbifurcated. When e decision onamution

to supprcss is challenged, we accept the trial court's findings of fad that are supported by
substantial evidence, but we Freely review the application of constitutional principles to the facts
as found." State v . W 9141 Idaho 728,729-730 (Ct. App. 2005).
The trial court's findings are supported by fhe evidence. Indeed, the only witnesses that
testified at the suppression hearing were the police officers. The finding that the Respondent was
"seized" within the mewing of the Fourth Amendment is supported by the testimony ofthe officers
that they arrived at the scene with bath overhead lights and si.rens on. Mr. Willoughby warr seated

in the driver's position of his motorvehictc at the timc. He was not free to leave, and a reasomble
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person in his position would have understood that he was not fYee to ignore the p l i c s contact that
shortly ensued. See, Idaho Code Section 49-625 (duty 1.0yield to display of overhead lights); Idaho
Code Section 49-1404 (a crime, potentiitlly a felony, if one fails to yield to the use of emergency
d t h e mcrgency
lights); Stah v. Roark, 140 Idaho 868, 871 (Ct. App. 2004) ["...the sctivatio~~
lights is a command for motorists to stop....'']. The fact that the vehicle was not actually moving
at the time, or that the police may not have been employing their lights to specifically stop his
vehicle, is irrelevant, as the test is determined based upon what a reavonahle person in the position
of the defendant would have understood his situation to be.
Having detcr~ninedthat a seizure occurred, the next issue to resolvc is whether that seizurc

was supported by a reasonable, articulzlhle suspicion that criminal activity had occurred or was
occurring. See, State v. Cerino, 2005 WL 1529654. ciled by .judge Simpson in his decision. The
record amply demonstrates that no such evidence existed in this case. The state elected not to
provide any svldence concerrling tho report relayed t>ypolice "dispatoh." As such, the basis for the
stop was limited to what the officers hard over the radio "a fight in a parking lot." They were no1
provided with my more information thanthis. This complete lack ofany detail deprived the officws
ofthe ability to provide specific and tuziculable faots juszifying adetention of Mr. Willoughby. The
Court should therefore a f i m the trial Court's decision granting the Motion to Suppress.
Datcd this

day of April, 2006.

Attorney for Respondent
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CASE NO. CRF-2005-13471
STATE V. CHRISTOPHER M. WILLOUCHBY
DATE: 0611 5106
TIME: 3:30 pm
COURTROOM 10
JUDGE CHARLES W. HOSACK
REPORTER: ANITA SELF
APPEAL HEARING
TAPE #6099sA

.\~
CALLS CASE; Fred Loats and Blake Swenson present; HERE ON APPEAL \.

368 J
FROM MAGISTRATE'S DIVISION. I've read Judge Simpson's FlFact and ClLaw and
submissions of counsel; briefly scanned transcript. Is this the only record?
DA

yes;

PA

Court file, record and transcript are record.

410 J
Court file has officer's report. I never know whether they are part of the record.
The record for Judge Simpson was the hearing.
DA

yes - testimony at hearing was record.

J

I don't consider police reports as part of record unless counsel agree

442

PA

DA

Correct.

We agree to submit on the briefs.

queries DA - he looked at it as to whether it was seizure and concluded that; next
453 J
question was whether there was a reasonable articuable suspicion for the detention. 2 separate
findings. If seizure was lawful, Simpson conceded that if seizure had reasonable articuable
suspicion it was extended too far Wont argue with Judge Simpson as to whether the person was seized. Then judge says there was
no reasonable articuable suspicion.
622 DA
Only information officers had was the police dispatch statement -physical fight
in a parking lot. They had no description of anyone involved, didn't know if there was a fight,
didn't know who reported it, etc. At suppression hearing, State elected not to bring such
information before the court. That would not be enough to make a traffic stop. (gives
illustration to court re drunk driver); Judge Simpson found no specific enough information to
justify the seizure. Therefore, seizure was unconstitutional. The parking lot is not tiny - it is
length of 2 football fields.

747 J
If citizen calls in a fight in parking lot and dispatch pass on general information to
police. Once police gets to parking lot, what is he to do.
774 DA
Could enter into parking lot without lights - addresslq~~estion
people in parking
lot. You can't infer - burden is up to the state. Police dispatch didn't say some residents at
Emma Street who wish to remain anonymous wish to report a fight in parking lot. All we had
was physical fight in progress without further identification.

822

J

PA needs to put in record of dispatch call in order to establish prima facie case?

833 DA
US Supreme Court held in US v. Hensley that police may rely upon dispatch
information depending upon how detailed it is in context of stop or seizure, but still their burden
Hensley case was dispatch by another law enforcement agency. Inferences can't be drawn to
help state out by supplying information not in existence.
Judge Simpson noted that both officers arrived with sirens and overhead lights on. Once they
arrived, if they had turned overhead lights off and then approached Mr. Willoughby, there
probably wouldn't have been a seizure.
933

J

confirms position of DA

if information was vague, not enough to detain; the more detailed information is,
975 DA
the more police can rely upon that; it doesn't prevent police officers from contacting people.
Comments re case law in Idaho re overhead lightslseizure. Refers to State v. Pick case. There is
a fine line between what is or is not a seizure. If not a seizure, don't get into any 41h Amendment
analysis.
You say, if this was a good dispatch call, they have reasonable articuable
1150 J
suspicion. If you have cases that talk about whether an officer stop was not appropriate because
of a generalized dispatch call - you say they needed more information on dispatch call.
I didn't argue that before Judge Simpson - alternative finding. I believe he was
1270 DA
referring to both officers admitted they determined there was no fight after they arrived at scene.
Other people around never saw evidence of fight. Reason for dispatch did not exist. No reason
to engage Mr. Willoughby further.
1340 J
DA

record overlap - what is lapse.

I agree.

The lights being activated on vehicle are not defacto seizure. They say it is a
I399 PA
factor, but not defact'o a seizure. In this case it is quite different. Reese argued the motion.
Patrol vehicle was 15' behind the vehicle. No direction of the car in the record. There is no stop
made. Officers don't recall whether vehicle was running or not. When pulled into parking lot,

they turned sirens off and left lights on - it was 1 :30 a.m. They talk to first group of people they
see - that is seizure point of it. Simpson clearly focused on that - no analysis - the lights were
on so there was a seizure. Idaho law is clear that it can be seizure, but not a defacto seizure.
Under totality of circumstances, it was not a seizure.
1568 reasonable articuable suspicion/dispatch call -my recollection of cases say the more
specific the better, but other circumstances known to officer that bolster the call take part in the
analysis. 2 officers responding within I mi11130 seconds of another to specific parking lot/several
people in parking lot Group of people around car at this location. 1:30 am. Also 2 other
individuals walking away - one officer contacted them and the other contacted the group. Had
both officers walked up the group and given commands, that would cut against us and go
towards seizure. They asked general questions re fight. Some people continued to walk on.
1658 Have at a minimum 7 peoplelclose vicinityll:30 am. You take in totality of
circumstances on what officers knew - group setting. Officers testified that conversation they
had with group lasted 1 minute. During initial questioning (1 min) def exhibited signs of
intoxication.
1765 J

if counsel wished to present addt'l submissions, court will allow that

1786 DA I don't think pedestrians were seized. Twist in this case is that Mr. Willoughby
was in his vehiclelthat is why he was seized. Driver of the vehicle - wsa given the message he
was not free to leave.
Interesting issue. Using common sense, Mr. Willoughby (the person with the car)
1842 J
is probably the one that is most apt to believe he has been seized.
If generalized call gives officers right to go up and ask questions, then it is ok. But, if it is
community caretaking function, and they need a lot more information, and there is no need to
have lights on Officers had right to ask questions. It is use of overhead lights to detain Mr
2080 DA
Willoughby that turns it into seizure -that invokes the constitution.
J

TAKE UNDER ADVISEMENT. I'LL LOOK AT DISPATCH CASES.
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IN TIE DISTRLC'S COURT OF THE FLRST JUDICIAI, DISTRICT Ot:'lHk?
S'I'ATE OF TRAHO, IN A M ) FOR TJ:E COUNTY Of' KOOTENAI

1
1

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff-AppellnnC, )

1

1
1

VS.

CWSTOPIIFR MARTIN WILtOUGI113Y,)

Case No. CR-2005-0013471

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEP
OF RChYPONDEN'1'

At oral argument the Court allowed the pnrties seven (7) days to file additional Briers on

areas of concern expressed by the Court. This Supple~tenlalBrief will address those issues.
Mr. U?Moughby was %sizednwithin the meaning ofthe Fourth Amendment:

"In determining whe$her a seizure has taken place, tl~cproper inquiry is 'whether under all
the circumstances surrounding the encounter, a reasonable person would have felt free to leave and

terminate the encounter.' [,Citationsomitted]. 'So long as a reasonable person would f
d free to
disregard the police and go about his business,' an encounter between police and an individual is

consensual.'"

Roark, 140 Idaho 868, $70 (Ct. App. 2004),

SilPPJ.EUENTA1, RRIEF
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The use of police emergency overhead lights i s aconvuand Lo a motorist to yield andsl~hmit
to law enforcement contact. State v. Roark. supra; State v. Gutierreq, 137 Idaho 647 (Ct. App.
2002>.

Mr. Willoughby was clearly seized when the police arrived on scene in this case. He was
sitting behind the wheel of his car when two squad cars, wit11 sirens and overhead lights on, parked
within 1.5 feet of his vehicle. One of the @flicersmade almost immediate contact with Mr.
Willoughby. A reasonible person in his situation knew he was not "free to leave and terminate the
eiicounter."As tlie Co~lrtnoted at oral argument, il'Mr. Willoughby had attempted to drive away
he certainly would have been met with more aggressive and forcefuI police action preventing his
departure.

In response to some of the questions posed by the Court, the Respondent concedes that the
police had every rightto be where they were, and every right to make contact with those they found
in the puking lot. However, as discussed infra, they lacked a constitutional busis to detain Mr.
Willoughby, and their use of overhead lights, and decision to leave the overhead lights on after
coming ta a stop and parlcing their vehicles, constituted such u detention. Compare

S;uticrrer.

[dficers decision to leave overhead lights on after purpose of initid policelcitizen

encounter sewed, plus a failure 1.0 advise the driver he was free to leave, rendered the encounter
involuntary tainting the subsequentconsent to search]; Statev. Noe&wm+ [illtfiou@ officer had
left his ovcrhead lights on, he had also returned to the driver 'hisdriver's license and registration,
and twice had told him he was free to leave, therefore encounter was not coercive in nature and
"cmsensual"].
SIrPPLEMWvTiiL BRIEF
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The "ollce dispatch" information at Issacc in thts case did not provide the requI.~Ife
specific and indlviduallzedsuspicionthnt Mr. ~ l l n u p h b yw m engaged in criminal activity, and

therefore tlie seizure was unconst1tutIrond:
In A

m v. WI&,

496 U.S.325, 110 S.Ct. 24'1.2 (1990), the Court held that m

anonymous "tip" t b t a specil'ic individual was engaged in criminal activity did not provide the
requisite infonnationjustifying a detention.,but tho subsequent police investigation of the "tip7hat
corroborated most of the details met the constituti.o:naltest for n Terry stop. Tn its decision, h e
Court noted that the primary prohle~nin relying upon an anonymous tip is the lack of veracity,
reliability and basis of knowledge of the info~inaue:
"The opinion in Gates [Illinois v. Gat@, 462 IJ.S. 213 (1983)j recognized that un
anonymous tip alone seldom demonstrates the informant's hasis of knowledge orveracity inasmuch

as ordinary citizens generally do not provide extensive recitations of the basis of the everyday
observations and given that the veracity of persons supplying anonymous tips is 'by hypothesis
largely unknown.' [Citation omitted]. This is not to say that an anonymous caller could never
provide the reasonable suspicion necessary Tor a Tery stop. But the tip in Gates was not an
exception to the general rule, and the anonymous tip in this case is like the one in Gates: '[It]
provides virtually nothing from which one might conclude that [the culler] is ei.thw honest or his
infomalion reliable; likewise, the [tip] give absolutely no indication o i the basis for the [caller's]
predictions rewrding [Vanessa White's] criminal activities."'~lahat~uv. Mite, 110 S.Ct At 24 152416.

In a

t e v. &a,
I36 Idaho 442 (Ct. App. 2001), the Moscow police d e p m n t received

iOt1 :FRED LOOTS OFFICE
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a p h o ~ call
~ e from a female identifying herself as the best friend ofthe defcndant'~wife. She would
not provide her name or an address. She told the police that the defendant was suicidal and carrying

a fircarm, that he had been drinking a11 day and was inmxicated, and was driving a white Subaru
heading to a casino in Lewiston. This info.rmalion was broadcast over police "dispatch", and a
sheriffs deputy later stopped a white Subaru traveling south on US 95 townrds i,ewistoh, being
driven by the defendant. The oil5cer has followed the vehicle south on 95, and then through
Genessee &er it turned off the highway, and had not personally seen any en& driving or e a E c
violations. The vdidity of the stop w ~ therefore
s
dependent on the information received from the
anonymous called and the Court h l d this information failed to provide the officer with the
reasonable, articulabk suspicion required by Terry.

The in:fomation relayed by police dispatch in this case was far less detailed than in Deccio
and Alabama v. White. It certainly did not provide the requisite individualized suspicion that
justified a detention ofMr. Willoug-hby. For these reasons, the Court should affirm Judge Simpscm's
decision granting the Motion to Suppress.
Dated t h i s w a y of June, 2006.

U
L
Z
FREDERICK G. LOATS
Attorney for .Respondent
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
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STATE OF IDAHO,
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MEMORANDUM OPINION
ON APPEAL

CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY,
Respondent-Defendant.
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Blake Swenson, Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, for Appellant.
Fredrick Loats, Coeur d'Alene, for Respondent.

ISSUES PRESENTED
I.

Whether the Respondent was seized when the police officers entered the parking
lot with their patrol vehicles' overhead lights activated.

11.

Whether the police officers had a reasonably articulable suspicion necessary to
seize the Respondent.

111.

Whether the seizure was overly extended when the police officers continued to
detain the Respondent after it had been established that the original purpose for
the officers' presence was not valid.

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On July 4,2005, the Defendant-Respondent was charged with Driving Under the
Influence of alcohol (DUI). Respondent plead not guilty to the charges and moved to

MEMORANDUM
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State of Idaho v. Christopher Willoughhy CR-05-13471

suppress all evidence associated with the charge because he had been improperly
detained and seized before the charges were substantiated.
The underlying facts are as follows: At approximately 1:30 A.M. on July 4, 2005,
Officer Gillmore of the Coeur d'Alene Police Department was on routine patrol when he
received word from dispatch that a physical fight was in progress in the parking lot of
1053 Emma Avenue in Kootenai County, State of Idaho. Tr. p. 3, Ls. 13-25. No other
identifying description was given regarding the parties involved or any other additional
details. Tr. p. 10, Ls. 20-23. Approximately two minutes later, Officer Gillmore arrived
at the dispatched location. Tr. p. 4, Ls. 5-7. Officer Carroll arrived at the location soon
after Officer Gillmore in a separate patrol vehicle. Tr. p. 24, Ls. 24-25. Both officers
arrived at the parking lot with their patrol cars' overhead lights and sirens activated. Tr.
p. 4, Ls. 1-4, Tr. p. 25, Ls. 1-4. The overhead lights were kept on throughout the
subsequent contact between the officers and the Respondent.
Once both officers were at the dispatched location, they witnessed a vehicle
parked perpendicular behind a row of parked cars with four individuals surrounding the
vehicle and two other individuals walking towards an apartment. Tr. p. 21, Ls. 6-1 1.
Officer Gillmore parked his patrol car roughly fifteen feet from the vehicle and left on his
lights. Tr. p. 13, Ls. 8-13. Officer Carroll parked behind Officer Gillmore's car on the
driver's side. Tr. p. 25, Ls. 7-16.
As Officer Gillmore stepped out of his patrol car to question the individuals
surrounding the vehicle about the fight, the Respondent exited the driver's side door of
the improperly parked vehicle. Tr. p. 17, Ls. 9-17. Officer Gillmore proceeded to
question the Respondent and the surrounding individuals about the fight. Tr. p. 5, Ls. 4-
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6. During questioning about the purported fight, Officer Gillmore noticed the odor of an
alcoholic beverage coming from the Respondent's person and observed that his eyes
appeared glassy. Tr. p. 5, Ls. 12-14. In addition to telling Officer Gillmore that there
was no fight at the location, the Respondent stated that he was driving the vehicle. Tr. p.
14, Ls. 22-23.
While Officer Gillmore was questioning the individuals around the car, Officer
Carroll questioned the two individuals that were walking towards a nearby apartment.
Tr. p. 21, Ls. 14-16. Both of these indivudals told Officer Carroll that no fight occurred
within the parking lot and continued walking towards the apartment. Tr. p. 21, Ls. 19-20.
Officer Carroll then contacted Officer Gillmore, who explained that the Respondent was
possibly driving under the influence of alcohol. Tr. p. 22, Ls. 1-2. Subsequently, the
Respondent was arrested for DUI.
On November 14,2005, oral arguments were heard concerning the Respondent's
Motion to Suppress evidence arising out of a search conducted by Coeur d'Alene Police
Department Officers Gillmore and Carroll. On December 8,2005, the trial court ruled in
favor of the Respondent's Motion to Suppress. The State appeals from this decision of
the Magistrate Court.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
"Upon an appeal from the magistrate's division of the district court, not involving
a trial de novo, the district court shall review the case on the record and determine the
appeal as an appellate court in the same manner and upon the same standards of review as
an appeal from the district court to the Supreme Court under the statutes and law of this
state, and the appellate rules of the Supreme Court." I.R.C.P. 83(u)(l). The standard of

MEMORANDUM OPMION: State of Idaho v. Christopher Willoughby CR-05-13471

review of a suppression motion is bifurcated. State v. Ramos, 142 Idaho 628,630, 130
P.3d 1166, 1168 (Ct. App. 2005). When a decision on a motion to suppress is
challenged, the court is to accept the trial court's findings of fact that are supported by
substantial evidence, but the appellate court is free to review the application of
constitutional principles to the facts as found. @. at 630, 130 P.3d at 1168. At a
suppression hearing, the power to assess the credibility of witnesses, resolve factual
conflicts, weigh evidence, and draw factual inferences is vested in the trial court. @.
When an appellate court is called to review factual issues, the customary standard
of clear error is used to determine whether, after reviewing the record, the "court is left
with a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed." State v. Curtis,
106 Idaho 483,680 P.2d 1383 (Ct. App. 1983). Deference will be given to the factual
findings of the lower court "if it is supported by substantial and competent, though
conflicting evidence." @.
DISCUSSION

I.

The Respondent was Seized when the Police Officers Entered the Parking
Lot with Their Overhead Lights Activated.
"A seizure under the meaning of the Fourth Amendment occurs only 'when the

officer, by means of physical force or show of authority, has in some way restrained the
liberty of a citizen."' State v. Page, 140 Idaho 841, 843, 103 P.3d 454,456 (2004)
(quoting State v. Nickel, 134 Idaho 610,612-13,7 P.3d 219,221-22 (2000)); see also
State v. Wixom, 130 Idaho 752,754,947 P.2d 100, 1002 (1997). In seeking suppression
of evidence based on an allegedly illegal seizure, the burden is on the defendant to show
that a seizure occurred." @. (quoting State v. Reese, 132 Idaho 652,654 (1999)). "[Tlhe
proper inquiry in determining whether a seizure occurred is whether, under all the
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circumstances surrounding an encounter, a reasonable person would have felt free to
leave or otherwise decline the officer's requests and terminate the encounter." @.
(internal quotations omitted); see also State v. Mireles, 133 Idaho 690, 692, 991 P.2d 878,
880 (Ct. App. 1999) (citing Terrv v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968)). "So long as a reasonable
person would feel free to disregard the police and go about his business, an encounter
between police and an individual is consensual." @. (citing Nickel, 134 Idaho at 613, 7
P.3d at 222) (internal quotations omitted).
A traffic stop by a police officer constitutes a seizure of the vehicle's occupants
which implicates the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreasonable searches and
seizures, applied to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment. Delaware v. Prouse, 440

U.S. 648,652 (1979). A police officer's act of turning on the overhead lights, although
not necessarily intended to create a detention, does constitute a technical, defacto,
detention commanding the individual to remain in place pursuant to Idaho Code § 49625. Mireles, 133 Idaho at 692,991 P.2d at 880.
In the instant case, Officers Gillmore and Carroll were responding to a location
based on a dispatch call reporting a fight at said location. When the officers arrived at the
location, they saw an improperly parked vehicle with several people surrounding it.
From this, the officers surmised that the individuals around the vehicle either had been
involved in the fight or had witnessed the reported fight. With this assumption, the
officers approached the individuals for the purpose of questioning them about the
reported fight.
However, the officers had already activated their lights before entering the
location. Their overhead lights remain on during the investigation and subsequent arrest
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of the Respondent. It would be a stretch to say that a reasonable person would have felt
free to leave under the circumstances in this case. The Respondent, given a reasonable
person standard, would not have felt free to leave, especially given the fact that he was in
the driver's seat of the vehicle at the time of the police officers' arrival.
The finding of the technical detention, which is affirmed, goes only to the
Respondent. He was the driver of the vehicle behind which the officer had parked his
patrol car with the overhead lights activated. Whether other persons in the car or parking
lot were detained is not before this Court.
The State argued at'oral argument that the activation of overhead lights is not
always a detention. This Court is aware of case law where courts have held that activated
overhead lights may not have created a seizure where the lights were activated for the
purposes of illumination or officer safety. However, deferring to the factual finding of
the trial court, this Court will not disturb the trial court's conclusion that the 'State failed
to meet its burden in introducing evidence into the record to differentiate this case from
the rule of Mireies. A court can only speculate as to why the officers left the overhead
lights activated.
Therefore, because the officers' overhead lights were activated and a reasonable
person would not have felt free to leave, this Court agrees with the trial court and finds
that Respondent was seized under the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.
11.

The Police Officers Failed to have a Reasonable Suspicion of Criminal
Activity before Seizing Respondent.
Once a seizure has been found, the burden shifts to the State to prove that the

seizure was constitutional. Mireles, 133 Idaho at 692, 991 P.2d at 880. A seizure does
not violate the Fourth Amendment if, in light of the circumstances, the actions of the
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government officials are found to be reasonable. Wixom, 130 Idaho at 754,947 P.2d at
1002 (citing United States v. Bripnoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 878 (1975)). The State may
show that a detention was reasonable by establishing: 1) specific articulable facts which
justify the officer's suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or is about to be
engaged in criminal activity; or 2) that it was part of the officer's community care-taking
function. See Terrv. 392 U.S. 1; In re Clayton, 113 Idaho 817,818,748 P.2d 401,402
(1988).
Reasonable suspicion may be supplied by an informant's tip or a citizen's report
of suspect activity. State v. Larson, 131 Idaho 99, 101, 15 P.3d 334,336 (Ct. App. 2000).
Whether information from such a source is sufficient to create reasonable suspicion
depends upon the content and reliability of the information presented by the source. jcj.
An anonymous tip, standing alone, is generally not enough to justify a stop because "an
anonymous tip alone seldom demonstrates the informant's basis of knowledge or
veracity." Alabama v. White, 496 U.S. 329,332 (1990). "AIthough the tip standing
alone is insufficient, it may contribute to the necessary reasonable suspicion when
coupled with the officer's own corroboration of significant details of the tip."

Hankev. 134 Idaho 844,848, 11 P.3d 40,44 (2000); see also State v. Cerino, 141 Idaho
736, 738, 117 P.3d 876, 878 (Ct. App. 2005). The validity of a stop is to be evaluated by
the "totality of the circumstances" in determining whether the detaining officer had a
particularized objective basis for suspecting the particular person of criminal activity. jcj.
at 847, 11 P.3d at 43.
In Hankev, an officer noticed a blue pickup slowly driving down Highway 95 that
was following a woman and child on foot. 134 Idaho at 845, 11 P.3d at 41. After viewing
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this odd spectacle, the officer received a dispatch from the Boundary County Sheriffs
Department stating that there was "a domestic" involving a blue Mazda pickup at the
intersection of Highway 95 and Camp Nine Road. Id. The officer then approached the
vehicle and used his overhead lights to effectuate a traffic stop. 3. When the officer
approached the car, he noticed the driver had red eyes and a strong odor of alcohol on his
breath. @. After submitting to a breath alcohol test, the driver was arrested for a felony
DUI. Hankey, 134 Idaho at 848, 11 P.3d at 44. The court held that the unusual activity
that the officer had initially observed with the pickup following the woman and child
sufficiently corroborated the information in the radio dispatch to provide the requisite
reasonable suspicion to make an investigatory stop of the individual. 4.
However, in

w,police officers received an anonymous tip stating that a white

Nissan pickup bearing Bannock County license plates was transporting illegal drugs; the
rest of the license number was not given. 141 Idaho at 737, 117 P.3d at 877. The tipster
also identified a specific residence where the vehicle would stop in the course of the drug
transport. @. A detective, while conducting surveillance of the identified house, saw a
vehicle matching the tipster's description. Id. The detective called in the license number
and ran a license check on the registered owners. @. The detective learned that the male
registered owner did not have an Idaho driver's license. Cerino.141 Idaho at 737, 117
P.3d at 877. Suspecting that the male driver of the vehicle was the registered owner, the
detective requested another officer to stop the driver for operating a vehicle without a
license. @. The driver was arrested for driving without a license, and in a subsequent
inventory search of the vehicle, officers discovered methamphetamine. Id. The court
held that the information known to the detective at the time he ordered the stop of the
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suspect's vehicle was insufficient to create reasonable suspicion that the driver was
involved in unlawful activity.

m,141 Idaho at 739, 117 P.3d at 879.

In the instant case, the officers were dispatched to 1053 Emma Avenue in order to
investigate a reported physical fight at that location. The officers, upon reaching the
location, did not see any activity resembling a fight. However, they reported seeing a
vehicle parked perpendicular behind a row of parked cars with four individuals
surrounding the vehicle and two other individuals walking towards an apartment. The
officers, with overhead lights on, then approached the people they saw with the intention
of investigating the purported fight.
The question becomes whether, given the dispatch call and the observances of the
police officers, the trial court should be affirmed as to its conclusion that the totality of
the circumstances did not rise to a level of reasonable suspicion where a seizure of
Respondent was justified. Because there was so little information given in the police
dispatch to the officers, it appears to be a situation much more like

m.Therefore, it

would be illogical to think that the officers had witnessed enough activity in the parking
lot that could be corroborated by the dispatch to rise to a level of reasonable suspicion.
There is nothing in the record stating that either of the officers had witnessed any
activity related to a fight. Nor was any proof given that the Respondent was personally
identified in any way by the informant or the dispatcher, such as in Nankev. Therefore,
the tip, as corroborated by independent police work, did not exhibit sufficient indicia of
reliability to provide reasonable suspicion to make the investigatory seizure.
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As a result, because there were no indicia of reliability sufficient enough to
provide reasonable suspicion, this Court agrees with the trial court that the seizure of the
Respondent violated the Fourth Amendment's ban on illegal search and seizures

111.

If the Seizure of the Respondent would have been Legal, it would not have
been Over Extended, as Police Officers are Allowed to Investigate Further
Crimes Discovered After an Initial Seizure.
Any routine stop might turn up suspicious circumstances which could justify an

officer asking questions unrelated to the stop. State v. Johnson, 137 Idaho 656,660,51
P.3d 1112, 11 16 (Ct. App. 2002) (citing State v. Mvers, 118 Idaho 608,798 P.2d 453 (Ct.
App. 1990)). "The officer's observations, general inquiries, and events succeeding the
stop may - and often do -give rise to legitimate reasons for particularized lines of
inquiry and further investigation by an officer." Id.at 660,51 P.3d at 1116. The
extension of a seizure to investigate possible criminal conduct can be justified by
reasonable suspicion, which developed during the course of the stop.

Id.at 662,51 P.3d

at 1118.
In Johnson, a police officer stopped a car for speeding. 137 Idaho 656,658, 5 1
P.3d 1112, I1 14. While speaking with the driver, the officer detected the odor of alcohol,
observed that the suspect acted extremely nervous, and noticed that the suspect's pupils
were dilated and his eyes were bloodshot. Id. Upon suspecting that the driver was under
the influence of drugs andlor alcohol, the officer began questioning the individual about
his use of drugs or alcohol.

Id. The officer also gave the individual several tests, which

indicated to the officer that the individual was under the influence of marijuana.

Id.

During a subsequent search of the individual's person, the officer located a bag of
marijuana.

Id. The court held that the detention of the individual and the pat-down
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search did not violate Fourth Amendment standards because the officer was justified by
reasonable suspicion that developed during the course of the stop. a.at 662, 51 P.3d at
1118.
The instant case runs parallel to the facts in Johnson. In this case, the officers
initially detained the Respondent for the purpose of investigating a purported physical
fight at the Respondent's location. During questioning of the Respondent in regards to
the purported fight, the officers noticed telltale signs of alcoholic intoxication. It was
from these observances that the officers began investigating the Respondent's level of
intoxication.
Although the officers had not initially detained the Respondent for the purpose of
investigating a DUI, the fact that the officers noticed signs that the Respondent was
intoxicated gave them reasonable suspicion to continue an investigation in that regard.
Consequently, the detention of the Respondent was not overly extended to the point
where it would have made the detention unreasonable. This Court, therefore, finds that
the trial court was in error when it found that the seizure was overly extended. However,
this finding has no bearing on the final outcome in this matter.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court finds that the decision of the trial court
should be upheld &d the Motion to Suppress all evidence related to the Respondent's
arrest for Driving Under the Influence should he granted.
Entered this

c?b

day of June, 2006.

C_ L-.7ch&J.

#

Charles W. Hosack, District Judge
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